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ABSTRACT
Despite the Philippines’ wonderful indigenous music and talents, Manila Baptist and Los
Angeles Baptist churches do not utilize indigenous sounds in typical worship practices. This
paper contends that the untapped resources of cultural sounds may contribute to a dynamic
worship experience that resonates more effectively as Filipino. This study investigates the
absence of indigenous sound in two Filipino Baptist churches from Los Angeles and Manila
(QC). It analyzes relevant ethnic music components and each church’s response to the fusion of
indigenous and traditional music in the worship experience. The explanatory sequential mixed
method will focus on an artistic-creative study to determine the inclusion or exclusion of
indigenous sounds in the present worship styles practiced in the Philippine urban Baptist church.
The research will consider what ethnic musical expressions are adaptable in urban Philippine
Baptist churches through a historical overview, analysis of emerging music trends, interviews of
church musicians, and comparison of perspectives between Filipino ministries in Los Angeles
and Manila. The research will finish with a template for introducing cultural sounds to their
worship music. The author hopes that the results of this study will encourage local churches to
embrace Filipino sounds and integrate their uniqueness into the worship expressions of the
congregation. The research hopes that the training experience will continue to prompt creative
and original music to flourish in future Filipino Baptist communities, encouraging a more
intuitive connection among fellow Filipinos and a heartfelt response to the gospel through music
and culture—“kayang gawin!” (it can be done!).

Keywords: indigenous, cultural, OPM, worship style, traditional, Filipino ministries, ethnic
sounds, colonial mentality, CLAT
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Background
The Church and Cultural Identity
The church is a community defined through practices that join people in submission to
Jesus as Lord.1 Ephesians 5:25b declares that Christ loved the church and gave himself for it.
History’s view of the church is external, empirical, and pragmatic; however, such a view misses
much of inner and ultimate significance while attempting to be factual.2 The Bible describes the
community of believers as a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, and a peculiar
people. The believers show forth the praises “of Him who hath called you out of darkness into
His marvelous light” (1 Peter 2:9). Jesus Christ redeemed the church; the people that make up
the church are a community of saved believers who still carry the cultural identity into which
they are born. This diversity within the body of Christ brings both great opportunities and
significant challenges to missionaries, church planters, and ethnodoxologists for encouraging
worship that retains the cultural identity of the people who make up the emerging congregations.
Ethnodoxologists Douglas and Mary Lu Anthony claim that “local people communicate,
identify, and connect best through local culture; and when the church doesn’t communicate
through local culture, the church is perceived as an outsider or even a threat.”3

1

David E. Fitch, What Is the Church and Why Does It Exist? (Harrisonburg, VA: Herald Press, 2021), 14.

2

Henry P. van Dusen, “What Is the Church? An Empirical and Functional Approach,” The Journal of
Religion 17, no. 4 (1937): pp. 410-427, https://doi.org/10.1086/482077, 419.
3

“Douglas and Mary Lu Anthony Updated Video Lima Community Church 2022”, YouTube, 2022,
https://youtu.be/yLrf5z2Dcxo, 0:35.

2
Ethnodoxology is the active use of local cultural art and communication forms to create
worship arts, liturgy, and devotional practices, especially those made by non-Western cultural
groups, in contrast to imported, Westernized worship forms.4
Maintaining a balance in theology and doxology within the culture is a challenge that
faces mission organizations and established churches alike. To find a solution for balancing
theology and doxology within culture, missions professor Jim Plueddeman urges that “for the
body of Christ to work in unity, we must look at hidden assumptions about cultural values as a
critical reflection on church leadership and culture.”5 One test for effective church
communication in bringing the gospel of Christ to the world relies on the preaching of the Word
and the fruit of how the saved people of the local church express their worship in their artistic
expressions. In other words, the nourishing of internal culture must precede outside influence—
real change is inside-out. 6
The Filipino Musicianship
There is no doubt that many Filipinos are musically talented. Music student Ryan Osal states that
being “innately musical,” Filipinos have imbibed the musical traditions and have woven their
musical creations along with these mainstream musical thoughts from the earliest to
contemporary times.7 From competitive choral performances in various continents—choral

4

C. P. Troutman, “John Wesley, Ethnodoxologist: Engaging Missionally with Ethnodoxology
Conversation,” Didache: Faithful Teaching 21, no. 2 (2022), 2.
5

Jim Plueddemann, Leading Across Cultures: Effective Ministry and Mission in the Global Church
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2012), 31, Scribd.
6
Will Mancini, Church Unique: How Missional Leaders Cast Vision, Capture Culture, and Create
Movement (San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass, a Wiley imprint, 2008), 36, Scribd.
7

Ryan Osal, “Filipino Folk Music,” World Federation of Music Therapy, June 19, 2021,
https://wfmt.info/2012/12/29/filipino-folk-music/.

3
groups such as the UP Madrigal Singers,8 Ateneo Glee Club,9 and Coro San Benildo;10 acclaimed
solo performers like Tony award-winner Lea Salonga,11 Journey’s soloist Arnel Pineda,12 and
David Foster’s discovery of Charice Pempengco;13 reality T.V.’s recent competitors Marcelito
Pomoy14 and 4th Impact15—numerous Filipinos are known for their singing prowess and stunning
performances. Salonga’s honors include the Olivier, Tony®, Drama Desk, Outer Critics Circle,
and Theatre World awards. Lea Salonga is a Disney legend, having played the vocal roles of two
Disney leading ladies, the spectacular singing voices of Princess Jasmine and Mulan.16 While
these awards emphasize her artistry and originality, Filipino soloists and musicians generally
have a prevailing characteristic: the talent for mimicry. According to Professor J. Lorenzo
Perillo, the Filipino’s widespread stereotype of artistry is innately and expertly imitative,

8

“Philippine Madrigal Singers,” Philippine Madrigal Singers, accessed February 25, 2022,
http://www.philippinemadrigalsingers.com/.
9
Gil Yuzon, “'Original' Ateneo Glee Club: Still Singing in Harmony after 66 Years,” Inquirer Lifestyle
(Philippine Daily Inquirer, July 6, 2019), https://lifestyle.inquirer.net/339929/original-ateneo-glee-club-still-singingin-harmony-after-66-years/.
10

Edu Jarque, “Coro San Benildo Captivates the World,” Philstar.com (Philstar.com, February 27, 2016),
https://www.philstar.com/entertainment/2015/09/03/1495597/coro-san-benildo-captivates-world.
11
Marc J. Franklin, “A Look Back at Miss Saigon at 30,” Playbill, April 11, 2021,
https://www.playbill.com/article/a-look-back-at-miss-saigon-at-30.
12

Martin Kielty, “Journey Had to Force Arnel Pineda onto Stage for His First Show,” Ultimate Classic
Rock, January 29, 2021, https://ultimateclassicrock.com/arnel-pineda-first-journey-show/.
13

“Teen Singing Sensation,” Oprah.com (Oprah.com, September 9, 2008),
https://www.oprah.com/oprahshow/teen-singing-sensation_1/all.
14

Jeline Malasig, “America's Got Talent Judge 'Shocked' at Marcelito Pomoy's 4th Place Finish,”
Interaksyon (Philstar.com, February 18, 2020),
https://interaksyon.philstar.com/celebrities/2020/02/18/162444/marcelito-pomoy-americas-got-talent-judge/.
15
Aeva Gono, “4th Impact: Reminiscing Their X-Factor UK Journey,” Spinditty (Spinditty, April 7, 2016),
https://spinditty.com/artists-bands/4th-Impact-Reminiscing-Their-X-Factor-UK-Journey.
16

“Lea Salonga,” D23, March 28, 2018, https://d23.com/walt-disney-legend/lea-salonga/.

4
especially as musical performers and virtuoso mimics, as stated in his 2013 essay.17 His essay is
recognized as the best English-language article in Dance Studies. He mentions that the concept
of mimicry among Filipinos is considered a desired and developed gift and talent.18 YouTube, the
nation’s top platform for social media, boasts numerous Filipino song covers. One of the mostviewed covers by Filipino artists is “You Are the Reason” by Calum Scott19 and covered by
Daryl Ong and Morissette Amon, which garnered 74 million views.20 Classically trained
vocalists with YouTube channels such as Maggie Renee21 and HofThe Stage22 then react to and
comment on Filipino singers who exhibit prowess in singing and mimicking the original
performers. This paper’s project will demonstrate that the mimicry mindset has crept into
churches, specifically in the urban congregation, and presents possibilities for positive and
negative impacts on Filipino worship practices.
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Statement of the Problem
Mimicry mentality and style have made their way into churches fueled by contemporary
Christian music and its dominating presence, hampering original and indigenous music-making
in church worship. In Abigail de Kosnik’s article “Perfect Covers,” she identifies her
theorizations of Filipino imitation which aligns with African American imitation because
Filipino and African American performers have been widely stereotyped as having unique
abilities for copying the music they hear and the dances they see.23 Furthermore, social media,
music subscriptions, and downloadable content have conditioned listeners. Performers to the
style and instrumentation similar to, or precisely, the popular music constantly played on the
radio, in stores, and other media platforms.24 The praise and worship styles of Integrity’s
Hosanna Music25, Hillsong Music26, and Bethel Music27, to name a few, are the prevailing styles
of the Evangelical mainstream in Manila churches. Independent Baptist churches, however,
maintain Billy Graham and Billy Sunday’s revivalist style, including hymns for the
congregation, and preferred new songs for special music.
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A typical urban church in the Philippines comprises people from various regions of the
country, as sampled by the two churches in the study. A variety of regional backgrounds mean
different languages and dialects may be present in the church, although most people in Manila
and nearby cities mostly speak Tagalog. People migrating from various regions bring their
language, songs, musical sounds, and artistic expressions, which they may have practiced where
they came from. The variety of creative expressions enriches the worship life of the church
because the art forms are a way of verbalizing emotions and for effective communication.
The collection of multiple languages and dialects in a church setting may complicate
communication. In an article in Artistic Theologian, scholar Scott Aniol states that “difficulty
arises when multiple heart languages are present, although each group nurtures its heart
language, and it will remain for life regardless of change of location.”28 The quote speaks of heart
languages; the research would like to study the heart language that pertains to music. Not
everyone in a given urban setting speaks fluent Tagalog unless church members are part of the
second or third generation that grew up in the city. Today, many of Manila’s urban churches use
Taglish, a combination of Tagalog and English language, with primarily English hymns and
contemporary songs, using translated hymns in the vernacular for evening services; in contrast,
Evangelical megachurches use only English in their services.
Teachers in the Philippines use English as the medium of instruction from kindergarten to
postgraduate studies except for other language studies (Filipino, Spanish, Japanese, and others).
The designation of the English language for classroom teaching was signed into policy in 1900
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by then-U.S. President McKinley to address the limitations of the mother tongue in academic
education during that time. For this reason, the use of the English language in church music
provides a unifying element.29
Over a hundred years after McKinley’s policy, English is still the medium of instruction
in Philippine schools. English is considered a second language and a status; hence, Filipino
students who speak English are assumed to be from private schools and affluent backgrounds,
are perceived to be more intelligent, and are considered privileged.30 These preconceived ideas
affected church music, resulting in urban churches, particularly Baptists, embracing the English
language and song to exclude indigenous sounds in church music-making. In January 1964, the
Second Vatican Council of the Roman Catholic Church approved the resolution to perform the
Mass and liturgy in the vernacular, paving the way for translating hymns and producing Filipinosounding church songs for Catholic worship. However, these attempts at original composition
and new music material were not as fruitful as the Catholic Church initially hoped.31 The Vatican
II decision established degree programs in the academy to train musicians to bring Filipinosounding music motives and chord progressions into the liturgy.32 At the same time, Protestant
seminaries, particularly Baptist Bible colleges and other interdenominational seminaries,
typically introduced musicians to Western music while neglecting local cultural sounds. One
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exception was the Asian Institute of Liturgy and Music, an ecumenical school that provided
training for cultural assimilation in worship.33
Spanish and American missionaries brought with them the ideology of saving the
indigenous peoples and civilizing them through emulation. Rather than acknowledging their
unique ways of life, the indigenous peoples were taught and even forced to conceal their culture
and redefine who they were supposed to be according to the colonizer’s point of view.34
Today’s urban mixture of rich and poor, old and young, learned and not so learned,
creates a challenge for contextualizing preaching, communication, and worship music choices.
Ethnodoxologist Katherine Morehouse echoes this dilemma:
What does it mean when a community that composes vibrant, locally grounded music
insists on maintaining its repertoire of the same poorly translated, badly performed
Western hymns in church? Perhaps the ethnodoxologists have failed in their perceived
task or could not understand the situation adequately.35

Statement of the Purpose
This study aims to analyze the church music of two Filipino Baptist churches—one from
Los Angeles, California, and one from the Philippines- and to determine why indigenous sounds
are lacking or not present in the congregation's worship practices. The research also seeks to
assess the degree of Western influence on Philippine church music, to discern Filipino society’s

33
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attitudes affecting music-making and feelings of inadequacy in song creation, and to create a
pathway for incorporating indigenous sounds in worship music and evaluate the inclusion or
exclusion of indigenous sounds in the present worship styles practiced in the Philippine urban
Baptist church. This research aims to reach out and teach Filipino musicians and leaders from
two churches: Faith Baptist Church Filipino ministry in Los Angeles and Blue Ridge Bible
Baptist Church in Quezon City, Philippines, whose choral participants will be part of the musical
exploration to develop a greater understanding of their local church people and cultures,
incorporate ethnic sounds into the church’s music and create original compositions for worship.
The study results might also challenge and addresses Filipino colonial mentality and what it will
take to promote Filipino identity with music as the vehicle of change.
This inquiry will utilize the explanatory sequential mixed methods approach36 to address
why cultural sounds are missing in a Philippine Baptist church service; Chapter Three will
explain the technique further. The participants will provide the quantitative data by answering
the survey instrument and sending the responses through email from the Philippine participants
and either email or hardcopy from the Los Angeles, in-person participants. The information will
be analyzed and followed up with qualitative interviews, seminars, and workshops (in-person
and through Zoom) to compare the participants’ preconceived ideas and explore ways to utilize
local ethnic sounds for corporate worship. Brian Schrag’s “Creating Local Arts Together”
(CLAT)37 will serve as the foundation for the workshop seminars to engage participants to
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recognize their local cultures and identify which sounds may apply to the church’s corporate
worship. In echoing the sentiments of poet and politician Aimé Césaire, “it is with hope to create
a new society (in this case, a society of composers of original and indigenous-infused worship
music) with the help of our brothers, rich with the productive power of modern times with the
warmth of the fraternity of olden days.”38

Significance of the Study
This study addresses gaps in academic literature through historical analyses of the
Spanish and American colonization and the effects on society, a more profound reflection on the
Filipino psyche on colonialism, and an examination of the presence or absence of indigenous
sounds in Independent Baptist church music through an explanatory sequential mixed methods
research endeavor focusing on various exploratory procedures. The results will help formulate a
music template for composing original songs for church use and inspire innovative ideas for
incorporating indigenous sounds in worship music. The research will also include an overview of
Philippine history and general effects on the sociological, emotional, and intuitive ramifications
in the mindset of a typical Filipino. Composing original songs and blending and assimilating
cultural sounds with existing hymns and public-domain music will supplement the methods
above.
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Spain’s Early Catholic Missions and Its Initial Effects
During the Spanish regime, the Spaniards conquered most of the Philippines and
introduced their Catholic brand of Christianity while denouncing pagan practices and beliefs.
The Spaniards promoted elitism among non-natives and placed the Filipinos on the lower
echelon of society by calling them indio—a derogatory term for Filipinos during the Spanish
regime.39 Those in the upper classes—the ilustrado—intelligent/educated, and the mestizo—
mixed-race—attempted “to be well-acquainted with the latest in European dances and music”40
and sought to fit in with the elite. Jesuit historian John Schumacher, S.J. states that the Spanish
Catholic missionaries used coercion to compel mountain folks to reduccion—to live in a village
under civil jurisdiction to facilitate the spread of Christianity.41 The lowlanders already lived in
towns, but the mountain people “made it difficult for the missionaries to evangelize them
because of the mountainous terrain, the people’s animist traditions, and not having true
conversion but rather keeping up appearances as social and cultural conventions.”42
The American Occupation and Colonial Mentality
After Spain ceded the Philippines to the United States in 1898, the transition from
Spanish to American influence was drastic. While the Filipinos continued their demands for
freedom, U.S. officials could not agree on annexing the archipelago, with Senator Daniel of
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Virginia citing that “it was impossible to bring the Philippines to a level of civilization with all
its mixed races in the region.”43 Psychology professor Rick Baldoz argued that the U.S. believed
it was necessary to “share its talent for democratic development and save Filipinos from
civilizational ruin, a moral and racial obligation to be carried out to benefit the world’s “lower
races.”44
After Spain’s defeat by the United States, the development of the Philippines did not
come to fruition since Spain did not fully surrender the country; instead, “Spain submitted the
country to the United States as part of the Treaty of Paris.”45 The United States became the second
country to conquer the nation, resulting in a history described by Stanley Karnow as “three
centuries in a Catholic convent and 50 years in Hollywood.”46 The impact of Spain and the U.S.
was more than enough for most Filipinos to forget who they were. Although there is mainstream
acceptance of American culture and ideologies today, there are movements about history,
resistance, and reconciliation by Filipinos to communicate cross- and intra-culturally, informing
and enriching those who would watch, listen and appreciate the artistic expressions and the
culture as a whole.
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Other Religions and Unreached People Groups
It is also essential to consider the major religions that came to the Philippines at various
historical times and shaped its spiritual condition. In addition to animism and superstitious
beliefs, other religious influences included Hinduism, which reached the islands as early as 900
A.D., the Islamic faith in 1380, Catholic Christianity in the 1500s, and Protestantism in the
1900s.47 According to The Joshua Project study, approximately eight major ethnic groups in the
Philippines remain untouched by the modern world48 in technology and religion. Most of these
people have not heard the gospel of Christ. The research initiative to encourage church-planting
movements to unreached people groups lists the following statistics about the Philippines:
•

202 people groups

•

30 (14.9%) unreached people groups

•

Largest religion: Christianity (Catholicism)

•

13.93% Evangelicals49
The Protestant Movement
The first Protestant Filipino pastor was Nicholas Zamora.50 Interestingly, he was the great

nephew of one of the three priests (GomBurZa) accused of sedition and martyred on February
17, 1872. Zamora’s ordination as a Methodist preacher happened on March 10, 1900. On July 6,
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1900, General Arthur McArthur issued a pledge respecting religion, giving way to Protestant
missions to continue their mission work.51
Various foreign Protestant missions and indigenous churches experienced significant
growth during the American regime. In 1901, the missionary efforts of Methodists, Brethren,
and the United Church in Christ formed the Evangelical Union, which had a combined
membership of 109,790 by 1935.52 The Convention of Philippine Baptist Churches lists itself as
the oldest Baptist denomination in the Philippines, with ties to the American Baptist Missionary
Union and American Baptist Foreign Missions Society.53 According to the Central Philippine
University website, Dr. Eric Lund, a Swedish Baptist missionary, baptized Braulio Manikan
from Panay and started the work in May 1900 in Iloilo City.54 Among the work of the foreign
missions still present are the Christian and Missionary Alliance, International Foursquare
Church, and Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, to name a few. There were splits within the
established groups as early as the 1920s, through which the Association of Fundamental Baptist
Churches in the Philippines separated from the American Baptist Mission in 1927 and the
Church of Christ separated from the Disciples in 1926.55
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Economic Impact
Filipinos’ preference for foreign cultures also affects the country’s financial outlook. An
economic study focused on international trade, imports, and cultural traditions by Head and
Mayer found that imported cultural goods could crowd out domestic alternatives, leaving some
consumers (those that highly value the domestic version) worse off.56 In response, Olivier states:
“The level of trust that people have in their country’s institutions and fellow citizens influence
many aspects of economic activity (such as international trade). Economists Thierry Verdier and
Alberto Bisin proposed models linking a person’s preferences and resources to transmitting and
inheriting cultural traits.57 International trade, importation, and the current surge in reselling used
goods from the U.S. and Europe contribute to the cycle of changing “cultural attributes
symbolized by trading goods.”58
Current Nationalism and the Ethnic Arts
Sociology professor Eric San Juan’s 1989 study of the Philippines’s “damaged culture”
states that since there was no unifying force or form of the Philippine government before
colonization, the society became fragmented. The Philippine republic must reconcile competing
family interests and mobilize social resources beyond the jurisdiction of the kinship group.59
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One of the few examples of ethnic arts in Christian practice is in celebrations of
Linggo/Buwan ng Wika (Celebration of the Tagalog Language), Independence Day, or regional
and city festivals where participants perform with ethnic vocal and instrumental music.
Ethnodoxology—a “theological and anthropological framework guiding all cultures to worship
God using unique artistic expressions”60—is present during these performances, although there
are instances when “what is supposed to be a participatory music style is now mostly relegated to
presentational music.”61
In a continuous effort to promote indigenous peoples and cultures, the Philippine
Ethnoarts Community of Practice, sponsored by the Summer Institute of Linguistics (now known
as SIL International), vows to advocate, publicize, develop, and encourage the showcasing of
various people groups’ arts and practices.62 National Artist Ryan Cayabyab calls for ongoing
support for anyone from Northern Luzon to submit original pop songs in their dialect.63 The call
for continued support and promotion of Philippine arts seeks to help bring constant acceptance
and healing of Filipinos’ identity and achievement. Hall challenges Filipino scholars to decipher
the maze of their traditions and create a suitable environment for knowledge that hinges purely
on merit to resurrect the indigenous wisdom that preceded the postcolonial experiences of
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otherwise victim populations. Chapter Two will discuss a brief history of Filipino attitudes
toward culture and will be one of the focal points of this study.
Repercussions in Church Music
History has played a significant role in why Filipinos prefer the sounds of the West:
“Colonial mentality is a term used widely by ethnic studies scholars and by the Filipino
American community to refer to a form of internalized oppression among Filipinos and Filipino
Americans.”64 It is an accepted philosophy that anything foreign—not just from the United
States, but mostly anything from outside the country—is subconsciously better. Anthropologist
Brian Howell found out that as the Baptist church in Baguio City developed in their worship
expressions, their music “could not be classified as genuinely Filipino; instead, the church music
relied on either western hymns or the use of contemporary Christian music.”65
Since American missionaries established the independent Baptist churches in Manila, the
churches have not yet released themselves from the Western culture entirely, especially in music
and worship. The independent Baptist churches in this study, situated in the National Capital
Region (NCR), are similar to those in Los Angeles. The NCR is also a melting pot of culture,
economy, and modern, fast-paced lifestyle. This study is essential for the urban churches to
understand the effect of Spanish and American occupation, commercial influences from other
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countries, the impact of social media, the implications of English as a second language, and the
constant changing of the present music culture.
This study tries to assess indigenous music-making. The identification of the unique
characteristics of each church through physical location, membership, and each distinctive
church culture needs to be studied and considered in making and promoting indigenous music
and incorporating it into their worship. It is crucial to consider the people’s heart language when
making music and any artistic expressions of faith66 and encourage the local church’s people to
embrace the music their local members create.

Research Questions
As previously stated, a deficiency or omission of indigenous sounds in Philippine Baptist
music-making provides the catalyst for this study:
R.Q.1: How can the National Capital Region’s Baptist churches use their unique musical
characteristics as part of worship music-making?
R.Q.2: What criteria, music composition models, and styles may apply to Philippine
Baptist church worship? What are the indigenous cultural sounds suitable for church use?
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Hypotheses
The following are the working hypotheses for this project:
H1: Music-making with indigenous sounds in Philippine Baptist churches in the NCR
may expand their artistic worship expression and deepen their spiritual relationship among
attendees by using original and culturally appropriate music for the region.
Songs are a repository of knowledge and cultural values transmitted across persons and
generations. Creating music using cultural sounds may contribute to church music, which is
uniquely Filipino. The inclusion of specific cultural sounds may necessitate the inclusion of local
musical instruments available to the local church, such as guitars, bandurria, and a variety of
percussion instruments (including but not limited to drums) played together with the piano, organ
and strings.
H2: The criteria, music composition models, and styles based on indigenous sounds in
the NCR may be developed through discipleship and mentoring in Scripture and local arts while
learning the unique cultural expressions and providing a template for original music composition
appropriate to the church culture.
H3: Revisiting Philippine history from a Christian perspective may aid in a better
understanding of the Filipino psyche. The historical angle may help create original songs for
local church use that may incorporate the heart languages, available cultural instruments, and
melodic motifs.
In short, the lack of indigenous church music in Baptist churches in the Philippines is the
reason behind the project. The Philippines is rich in the arts, particularly in music, but the
Independent Baptist churches have not incorporated the uniqueness of their native sounds.
Encouraging churches to integrate the sound unique to Filipinos and to incorporate them into

20
worship can result in an entirely distinct style rather than simply a copy of, or addition to,
Western contemporary music. These new sounds could comprise a blended type of liturgical
music, which addresses the need for multigenerational songs. Schrag’s description of why artistic
expressions are the most potent communication within a culture is distinctive, draws on cultural
patterns, combines local arts, and enriches the reception of a message.67 Assimilating heart
languages in the local church, cultural sounds, and available instruments appropriate for worship
may promote Philippine culture, identity, music, and language.

Core Concepts
Philippine History Overview
This study examines the pre-colonial history of the Philippines, the Spanish and
American colonization, their cultural and artistic impact, missionary work, and contribution to
the political landscape. The research identifies the preservation of cultural arts through music
within the local church, including the organizational efforts of appreciating, performing, and
preserving the combination of cultures within the church through explaining and translating the
existing representation of kundiman (the primary historical song style of the region) and the
contemporary sound of Original Philippine Music (OPM). This study will also analyze the
impact of the ideologies these nations instilled in the psyche of a developing Philippines, which
created significant blessings and consequences for Filipino identity.
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Far East Broadcasting Company and the Papuri! Project Synopsis
It is necessary to study the Far East Broadcasting Company (FEBC) in the Philippines
and its efforts to produce appropriate songs for worship in Tagalog to determine its current
prevalence and influence in the Philippine Baptist churches. Psychology professor Geoffrey Cruz
states that “the Filipino culture is hybrid in nature: oriental [Asian] about family, Chinese about
business, and American about ambitions—that is why it is not impossible that even a Filipino
feel alienated from its own culture.”68 The Evangelical Christian churches were going through a
process of self-identification in the 1970s brought by a solid motivation to contextualize the
faith. Translating Western hymns to local languages was not enough69 to contextualize church
music. The feeling of alienation from one’s culture might affect music creation in the local
church. FEBC’s response is one of the most important contributions to the furtherance and
preservation of Tagalog hymnody and songs through Papuri!, Salmo, and Pambatang Papuri
music projects.
Colonial Mentality and its Outcome
Fil-Am, teaching fellow Francesca Mateo’s article on colonial mentality (CM), states that
“the measurement of one’s colonial mentality correlates to one’s self-esteem. The higher the
CM, the lower the self-esteem. Therefore, it is important to realize the lasting effects of
colonization in the Philippines that affect the mental health of Filipinos.”70 CM impacts the
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Filipinos’ preference, whether in music or skin color. Singson writes, “achieving a fairer-looking
skin signifies a better socioeconomic status. Darker skin is a perception of seemingly ethnic or
cultural inadequacy.”71 The preference for fair skin manifests significantly in media: famous
actors and actresses are primarily lighter-skinned, and winners of beauty contests are mostly the
offspring of mixed marriages. More recently, there has been a craving surge for Korean—from
television shows to K-pop bands to beauty products that amplify whiteness.
Colonial mentality lies deep in the Filipino psyche, harboring internalized oppression
characterized by a perception of ethnic or cultural inferiority, which rejects anything Filipino and
automatically prefers anything Western.72 Church music is the perfect stage to prove that the
concept is valid, and it is also an excellent art expression to promote indigenous sound in unified
praise to the Master Artist, God himself.
In Retrospect
The engagement of the church membership with multifaceted cultures and sounds may
develop into a new artistic expression blended with existing songs and hymns, honoring God
through new creative means and making worship more personal and relatable. This endeavor
follows James Krabill’s “imagining how multiple music traditions can coexist as separate yet
hybrid realities.”73
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Research Plan
The design of this study employs a “looking glass” effect. The Filipino ministry of Faith
Baptist Church in Los Angeles will become a mirror for analyzing Filipino identity and the
impact of colonial mentality on musical expressions in worship. In contrast, the Filipino ministry
of Faith Baptist Church of Canoga Park, California, will be the “looking glass” to view an urban
Baptist church in Manila. The core members of the Los Angeles church were Baptist Christians
before migrating to the United States. Their church practices reflect typical Independent Baptist
worship in Manila. The U.S. and Manila participants will each complete a survey about their
music ministry participation in their respective churches. Faith Baptist Church L.A. will host a
music seminar, and the Philippine research group will attend scheduled Zoom meetings. Because
of pandemic travel restrictions (when the study commenced), in-person interviews and workshop
seminars in the Philippine churches were impossible.
This study will follow John and J. David Creswell’s explanatory sequential mixed
methods begin with a broad survey to generalize results; it will then focus on open-ended
interviews to collect detailed views from participants to help explain the study.74
The research steps will be as follows: first, collect historical data on the Philippines
relevant to the study through books, journals, and dissertations. The recorded data will be an
overview of the Philippines before colonization (pre-1521) and throughout Spanish occupation,
American liberation, and life during the 1950s. This data will include arts development and
effect, focusing on lifestyle and musical arts. Second, analyze the archived Livestream videos of
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the Blue Ridge Bible Baptist Church and Faith Baptist Church of Canoga Park, California
Filipino Ministry: by assessing worship music practices, hymns, song selections, and song
favorites, correlating their preferences and patterns through the rationale and research questions.
Third, examine archived interviews and articles of local ethnomusicologists and church
musicians to provide social science data compared to current musical ideologies. Fourth,
evaluate the sound evolution and effectivity of selected songs from the Papuri projects to help
determine their potential use in the church. Fifth, identify the ideas and methods currently
employed for the church’s style of worship and appraise the genres which may or may not be
adequate to their unique church culture. Alongside evaluating cultural musical sounds,
mentoring, and discipleship of pastors and church music leaders, the research will also address
prospective musicians working with the Philippine EthnoArts group.
Training and Philippine EthnoArts
Professor Eric San Juan’s article, “Making Filipino History in a Damaged Culture,” gives
insight “to analyze ‘damage’ to a Filipino identity not just constrained by culture but created
through cultural symbolism.”75 Ethnomusicologists Eliza Thomas and Sue Whitaker state that
“for a church to be rooted in its culture, the believers need a new song, not an imported song;
they need to sing the song of salvation in the language of their hearts.”76 With the help of
Philippine EthnoArts, Schrag’s ethnodoxology principles,77 and Ron Man’s The Bridge:
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Balancing Biblical Faithfulness and Cultural Sensitivity78 will give an overview to music
directors. Any new song will be registered with the Intellectual Property Office of the
Philippines; this will honor the work of local composers and will hopefully initiate a music
culture esteeming local artistic expression worthy of being sung or performed in church. At the
same time, church musicians will compose and provide hymns with arrangements based on their
unique genres using established templates for music composition. This new music will work
toward a contextual theology of creativity (creatio Dei) to clarify what it means to participate
with others in God's inspiration in the missio Dei context.79 The music workshop seminar hopes
to identify the attitudes and musical skills that may prevent artistic music creation from
assimilating cultural sounds and native languages.

Definition of Terms
The art of mimicry: The proclivity and apparent common ability to imitate80
Indigenous sounds: Sounds particular to the region, Tagalog kundiman, for example
Kundiman: Comes from the Tagalog phrase “kung hindi man” or “if it were not so”; folksongs
that were subtly patriotic, typically disguised as love songs81
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National Capital Region (NCR): Sixteen highly urbanized cities comprise Manila, the capital
city of the Philippines82
Heart music: the musical system that a person learns as a child or youth and fully expresses
personal emotion83
IBC: Independent Baptist church(es)
Multilingualism: Coexistence of several unrelated languages, although some are mutually
unintelligible, under the same national roof84
Ethnomusicology: the study of people making music, the making or constructing the cultural
domain that leads people to call those sounds music and to experience them both subjectively
and objectively in the world85
Ethnodoxology: The interdisciplinary study of how Christians in every culture engage with God
and the world through their artistic expressions86
Ethnoarts: The appropriate use of indigenous artistic expressions in pursuit of a community’s
social, cultural, political, economic, and spiritual goals without sacrificing their ethnolinguistic
identity87
CM: Colonial mentality
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Explanatory sequential mixed methods: A two-phase data collection in which the researcher
collects quantitative data, analyses the results, and uses the results to plan a subsequent
qualitative procedure88
RCC: Roman Catholic Church
Indio: Native public89
Ilustrado (luminary): A term used to identify educated Filipinos during the Spanish regime90
Mestizo: persons of mixed-Chinese ancestry91
FEBC: Far Eastern Broadcasting Corporation
Participatory Music: Music-making with the expectation of participation by everyone in the
sound and motion of the performance; is a strong force for social bonding92
Presentational Music: Music-making in which one group of people (artists) provides music for
another (audience) with a pronounced artist-audience separation93
CCM: Contemporary Christian music
Papuri: Praise
Pambatang Papuri: Kids’ praise
Salmo: Psalm
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OPM: Original Philippine Music
CCLI: Christian Copyright Licensing International

Chapter Summary
What has started as a set of questions which have hounded Christian worship ministry has
become a research project with spiritual, social, and psychological proportions. The inclusion or
exclusion of indigenous sounds in the present worship styles practiced in the Philippine urban
Baptist church has prompted this analysis of Philippine history, colonial mentality, economics,
linguistics, independent church histories, and nationalism. Moreover, the study of music
education research, social media influence, contemporary Christian music, the current state of
ethnomusicology and the arts, and their effects on the present condition of music-making in the
church worship setting are resources that aid in the understanding of the music landscape in the
church. Schrag’s description of why artistic expressions are the most potent communication
within a culture is distinctive, draws on cultural patterns, combines local arts, and enriches the
reception of a message.94 This research may create more opportunities for discussions, dialogues,
and dissertations regarding deep-set wounds brought about by colonization, fractured ideals,
misinformation, misunderstanding in the overall psyche of Filipinos, and the feelings of
inadequacy, all of which affect artistic expressions, even in a church setting. Indeed, the ethos
behind a song, the factors that affect the song, and the desire to promote biblical, original, and
artistic music all contribute to redeeming the culture, using it for the edification of the saints, and
equipping the saints to sing in their heart language for the glory and praise of God.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews the literature on various issues related to the historical establishment
of Philippine Baptist churches and how these historical roots influence present-day music
practices. The literature review consists of four sections: the first section provides an overview of
Philippine history, including the two countries which influenced Filipino culture, Baptist history
in the Philippines, and the state of the two churches in this study. The second section reviews the
practice of mimicry/mimesis, its benefits, and drawbacks concerning worship and the arts. The
third section concerns the inclusion or exclusion of indigenous sounds in the present worship
styles practiced in the Philippine urban Baptist church. This third section also explores the
implications of continuous endeavors by the Far Eastern Broadcasting Company to promote
original Filipino church music. The fourth section summarizes the current education regarding
the possible assimilation of ethnic sounds and instrumentation in the Philippine urban church
setting for exceptional performances and regular church services. The live seminars in Los
Angeles and the Zoom lessons with Manila (QC) participants will attempt to bridge the gap of
the appreciation and inclusion of cultural sound in church worship through training. The seminar
and Zoom events will utilize Brian Schrag’s 7-step Creating Local Arts Together (CLAT)
method.95

Philippine History: An Overview
Located at the western edge of the Pacific Ocean and the Ring of Fire, the Philippines is
the second-largest archipelago on the globe,96 bordered by the Pacific Ocean on the east, the
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South China Sea on the west and north, and the Celebes Sea on the south97. The country’s
geographic position made it a prime trading route during pre-Spanish colonization.
Asian Trading, Migration, and Influences
The Chinese traded generously with the Philippines for centuries before the Spaniards
arrived and encouraged Chinese migration, resulting in over 20,000 Chinese settlers in Manila
during the late sixteenth century.98 The wholesale-retail system introduced by the Chinese and
the barter system of Filipinos gave way to establishing a mini-store/convenience store or sarisari store as a retail outlet for local food and products. There are currently 1.1 million
convenience stores around the country,99 keeping the Chinese impact on the Philippine economy
and commerce alive.
Muslims also frequented the coasts for many centuries. They attracted migrationproducing settlements focused on agriculture and craft production, imported spices, Indian
cotton, Cambodian ivory, and Japanese and Chinese silk.100 Filipino historian Cesar Majul lists
four specific Islamic eras of influence that shaped much of the southern part of the Philippines:
1. Arabs traded in the Philippines as early as the thirteenth century.
2. Additional influences came from Sumatra at the end of the fourteenth century.
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3. Contacts from Malacca and Java in the fifteenth century might have influenced the
start of the spread of Islam.
4. Muslim missions from Molucca arrived in the sixteenth century and continued their
propagation in religion and population.101
Spain’s Colonization: Las Islas Filipinas
The fifteenth century saw increased trading, commerce, and conquest by Spain and
Portugal. Spain’s three objectives for colonizing the Philippines were 1) acquiring a share in the
spice trade, 2) establishing close contacts with China and Japan, and 3) converting Filipinos to
Catholic teaching.102 Ferdinand Magellan, a Portuguese seaman, was pivotal in discovering the
Philippines. Backed by Spain’s forces and finances, he sailed to the orient in search of spices and
new lands for the kingdom of Spain. His voyage eventually led him to the island of Limasawa in
Cebu, which saw the first Catholic converts baptized in April 1521.103 Not everyone welcomed
the visitors: Lapulapu, a datu (chief) on the island of Mactan, resisted Magellan’s forces and
defended the island on April 27, 1521. Another Spanish voyage led by Ruy Lopez de Villalobos
claimed the islands of Samar and Leyte in 1543, calling them Las Islas Filipinas in honor of
then-Prince Phillip of Asturias.104
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Spain sent five other expeditions to conquer the Philippines, yet only Villalobos reached
Mindanao. Finally, Miguel Lopez de Legaspi’s efforts (1565-1572) succeeded in claiming the
islands for Spain, expanding his reach from Cebu to Manila.105
Spain’s influence swept most of the Philippines, affecting its inhabitant’s way of life and
demeanor. Emeritus Professor Michael N. Pearson identifies some of the significant impacts of
Spain’s colonization over more than three hundred years:
1. Authority relationships: before the Spaniards came, the islands lived in communities
(barangay) of less than a hundred people, led by a chief (datu) who governed the area.
Community leaders were subsequently called Cabezas, who submitted to the higher
authorities, who, in turn, was under the control of the governor-general chosen by the
king of Spain to govern the land. Using the previous government, Spain tried to centralize
the communities by forming a central government. Because of Spain’s goal of extending
its power, the Philippines became part of its territory in Asia and introduced a new style
of government.
2. Economic environment: rice was the predominant agricultural product, with fishing as the
secondary source of livelihood. New crops, such as maize, cassava, and sweet potato,
were introduced. The introduction of iron tools and the water buffalo to help plow the
land increased agricultural production. Chieftains owned lands, and the Spaniards did not
alter the practice, except for unowned parcels of land, which then became part of the
royal domain of Spain. 106
When the Catholic church conquered the Philippine islands with the conquistadores
(soldier explorers), there was less bloodshed than during the Catholic invasion of Latin
America.107 The mission work of the clergy became the “passive” act of successfully dominating
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most of the archipelago. The friars “Christianized” the communities they came in contact with,
teaching them Catholic dogma, and these conversions resulted in lifestyle changes. The process
may have seemed initially agreeable, but abuse of powers and the unchecked wealth gained by
the priests and soldiers alike resulted in cruel exactions, slavery, and the degradation of the
natives for hundreds of years.108
American Liberation and the Establishment of Education
Commodore George Dewey’s victory against the Spanish fleet in 1898 at the battle of
Manila Bay was a fortunate event for the United States since the archipelago was relatively
unknown to the Americans. Before the war at Manila Bay on May 1, 1898, the United States was
unsure what to do with the islands—whether to retain the whole archipelago as annexation or
keep a base in Luzon and “return” the other islands to Spain. After months of debate and
diplomatic conversations, the US government offered twenty million dollars to Spain for
“improvements,” thus making her cede the Philippines to the United States on December 10,
1898. The Americans occupied Manila shortly after the victory against Spain.109
According to historical records, President McKinley admitted there was no alternative to
taking control of the Philippines because the world’s peace was at stake if the United States did
not assume responsibility for the country.110 Facing the dilemma of acquiring a land with which
he was unfamiliar, McKinley consulted Henry Pritchett of the Coast and Geodetic Survey to
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determine the size of the archipelago. After a year of considerable study and prayers with hopes
that his decision, in Pritchett’s account, is as follows:
He (President McKinley) spoke with some emotions, saying that what he had done had
been in the sincerest desire to serve the interests of the country and humanity and
considered with great care. The President had not only thought them over but prayed over
them, and he could only hope that the outcome would be justified. (May 2, 1899, the
White House).111
One of the goals of the American government was to educate and help modernize the
nations under it. General McArthur’s pledge in 1900 opened the door to foreign mission work,
and the United States introduced the Philippines to new Western belief systems beyond Roman
Catholicism. Professor Austin Phelps wrote: “Forecasting the future of Christianity, as statesmen
forecast the destiny of nations, we must believe that it will be what the future of this country is to
be. As goes America, so goes the world, which is vital to its moral welfare.”112
On July 23, 1901, the Philippines saw a different manner of invasion from the United
States—the Americans came in through education. Although the Spaniards had established
schools in the Philippines, the American government decided that the country needed a robust
educational system that they saw as foundational for strengthening. 113 Almost six hundred
educators boarded the USS Thomas from San Francisco for the Philippines on a specific mission:
to institute a public school system patterned after the American school system.114 The
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relationships built between these teachers, their students, and their families paved the way for the
assimilation of American culture. In his book The Philippines: A Study in National Development,
Professor Joseph Ralston Hayden lists the educational objectives for each established school:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Eliminate illiteracy in the nation.
Designate English to be the second language of the land.
Give every Filipino child a modern education and develop them into successful citizens.
Train citizens for higher learning and develop leaders for diverse positions.115

The Filipino Psyche: Colonial Mentality, Mestizo, and The Art of Mimicry Synopsis
There were differing consequences of colonialism even long after the country’s
independence. According to the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, colonialism is the
“domination involving the subjugation of one people to another,” while imperialism is “one
country exercising control over another.”116 Colonialism and imperialism have been topics of
debates, discussions, and even wars among countries. In his book Considerations on
Representative Government, John Stuart Mill states that for self-governance to succeed, the
people must accept it, do what it takes to make it work, and act on what is required to fulfill its
purposes.117 Historically, most countries that were colonized by another resisted the invasion. The
Philippines is an example of land occupied by Spain (333 years, 1565-1898), America (48 years,
1898-1942), and Japan (3 years, 1942-1945). These countries changed the Philippines and
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Filipinos. The length of their stay, the form of government the countries instituted, distinct
ideologies and personalities, the government-run economy, and the resistance or acceptance of
the Filipinos throughout these eras of influence have shaped and affected the Filipino psyche
today.
Colonial Mentality
Studies on colonial mentality (CM), internal colonialism/oppression, and psychological
research on ethnic minority populations are increasing. One such analysis done by Dr. EJR
David, a professor of psychology at the University of Alaska Anchorage, has produced books,
article contributions, and awards from various programs. In his book Brown Skin, White Minds,118
David describes the effects of colonial mentality among Filipinos: the continuing use of English
as the language for education, business, and communication, economic export policy, the
preference for lighter skin color, and discrimination against non-English speakers, are but a few
of the effects of a colonial mentality which is part of a continuous generational cycle.119 These
mindsets and philosophies continue to impact everyday life and the urban church, whose
influence goes to Western founders. Although colonial mentality (CM) permeates the urbanized
cities, not all Filipinos embrace the mindset behind this practice. Ifugaos, Bagobos, and T’boli
tribes are some people who appear to be unaffected by colonial mentality, partly due to their
geographical isolation and resistance to outside influence.
CM effects are so ingrained in the Filipino attitude that even those who migrated to other
countries still carry the same mentality. Dr. Conely de Leon, an assistant professor at Toronto
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Metropolitan University, conducted a study among the Filipino youth of the Greater Toronto
Area concerning their perceived differences. Dr. de Leon found out that although most Filipino
adolescents in the study do not purchase whitening products, their impression of other young
people relates skin color to economic standing, similar to the subconscious opinions in the
Philippines.120
Mestizo
Mestizo is a term that metamorphosed from its original meaning in the Philippines.
Mestizo originally referenced people of mixed ancestry. The Spanish mestizo and Chinese
mestizo were the two classifications during the Spanish reign in the country. In the nineteenth
century, the term became the identifier for a Chinese/Chinese-mixed descent.121 Today, mestizo
describes a whiter skin color preferred in the Philippines and other nations. Professor Ronald E.
Hall aptly describes this cultural dynamic in his article “The Color Complex: The Bleaching
Syndrome.”122 As with other countries and people with this colonial preference, Filipinos favor
the lighter skin color over the usual brown; hence, those who belong to the mestizo descent
(mixed marriages of Filipinos with other nationalities of fairer skin) are deemed more beautiful.
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The Art of Mimicry and the Spanish Influence
Mimicry in Philippine culture was, and still is, evident in most urban cities. During the
Spanish period, the styles of the habanera, polka, and marcha exposed the Filipinos to a new
kind of music. Filipinos transformed these Spanish music forms, now known as balitaw,
kundiman, and sarsuwela, creating the country’s musical affiliations with Spanish influences.123
Philippine music evolved, employing the Spanish musical flavor with existing traditional music
and bringing about new genres which mimic the Spanish sound but are culturally Filipino:
1. Balitaw is a genre presented as a Tagalog song in the major key signature or as a Visayan
piece in the minor key signature. It is a musical conversation between a man and a
woman using dance and music, utilizing improvisation, accompanied by native
instruments such as subing and castanets, using accompaniment similar to the Spanish
bolero in triple time.124
2. The kundiman is a style of art song developed by using existing tunes stylized in Western
danza with love or resignation to fate as themes of the music.125
3. The sarsuwela (Spanish zarzuela) or dulaang inawitan is similar to the operetta, brought
by the Spaniards in 1879, of which the indigenization of the play changed from Spanish
to Tagalog, using Filipino values as the subject matter for the vignettes and short plays.126
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Figure 2.1. The following images are from the sarsuwela Dalagang Bukid (Country Maiden),
Tanghalang Pilipino, 1987, featuring Noemi Manikan-Gomez127
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The evolution of music during the Spanish period is an example of Filipino artistry. The
combination of Filipino cultural compositions with Spain’s traditional sounds produced new
genres of Filipino music, some of which continue to be one of the standards in music
conservatory vocal and instrumental performances. With its original components, Philippine
music mimicked Spanish music using its influences in melodies, chord progression, and rhythms
which will be explained through images of musical compositions and song translations later in
this chapter.
The Art of Mimicry and the American Lifestyle
When the United States took over the Philippines, President McKinley imposed the
mission of benevolent assimilation through imitation of the American way of life. When the
Philippines gained its complete independence on July 4, 1946, its culture and psyche combined
numerous influences. After more than three hundred years of being under foreign rule, the effects
of Spanish and American colonization permeated society. The English language was one of the
unifying factors since most Filipinos understood English.
Artistic and musical mimicry is one of the effects of the United States’ influence on the
Filipino’s modus vivendi. The Filipinos are now “selling back” the Americanness with which the
Americans trained the Filipinos during colonization.128 The training that the United States gave
the Filipinos in the realm of music and performance is what the country is now known for—
artists, musicians, and mimics are now “giving back” to the United States in the form of artistry
and entertainment. Filipino artists have teamed up with Hollywood producers for television
shows such as NBC’s The Endgame, which aired in the summer of 2022, and hired Karl Josef
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Co, a Filipino-Chinese actor who also plays on Broadway.129 The TNT Boys won the Peoples’
Favorite New Group Award on the show The World’s Best in 2019, singing some of the nation’s
most iconic American ballads.130 Covers of American songs and Korean K-Pop bands by Filipino
singers—professional or aspiring—abound on social media platforms, each copying the original
singers' styles with a few twists.

What is Tunog Pinoy (Filipino Sound)?
Analyzing Philippine music requires understanding Philippine history—one cannot be
appreciated without the other. Examining Philippine history brings a more conscious valuation of
the Filipino psyche—its belief system, traditions, and practices.131 Jose Rizal, a famous
Philippine hero wrote: “Ang hindi marunong lumingon sa pinanggalingan ay hindi
makararating sa paroroonan” (He who does not know how to look back from where he came
from will never get to his destination).”132 His quote is one of the famous reminders taught to
each student in every Philippine classroom in the country, challenging them to look back and not
disregard their rich heritage and to use the lessons and uniqueness of Filipino culture to help
make the country better than it was before.
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The combined four hundred years of colonialism by Spain and the United States changed
what the Philippines is and who Filipinos are, although there are still a few areas in the country
that the Western world has not influenced. In 2002, the Asian Development Bank conducted a
study to assess and evaluate indigenous Philippine groups and provide economic tools and action
plans for non-government organizations to strengthen ethnic minority groups economically.
David de Vera, executive director of the Philippine Association for Intercultural Development
(PAFID), conducted a study in 2007 and determined that twelve million, or fourteen percent of
the population, are part of the indigenous peoples of the Philippines.133 These are the people
Filipinos consider ethnic groups untouched by the modernization of the rest of the urban
Philippines, particularly Manila. Most tribes still live in the mountains, specifically the Igorots of
the Cordillera Mountains, who fought for their independence from colonists since 1591. A visit
to Baguio City, the nation’s summer capital, would show Igorots in their native garb walking
alongside other citizens in more typical Western attire.
The facts mentioned above are essential. These people groups have one element the city
residents do not have: a specific identifiable ethnic culture, whether music, language or a form of
government. Some instruments used by these tribes are similar to those of other countries: the
kulintang of the Maranaos is similar to the gamelan of Java, and the Igorot’s diwdiw-as is nearly
identical to the panpipe of the Andes, except that the diwdiw-as only has five bamboo tubes
compared to the tubes of the Andean panpipe.
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Genre Examples: Kundiman at Harana
Kundiman is the Filipino art song from the phrase kung hindi man (if it is not so). This
aria-like song, sung in triple meter, encapsulates the essence of Filipino history and character.134
Figure 2.2. Pakiusap (Plea), kundiman love song genre135
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Pakiusap (Plea) Lyrics and Translation
Natutulog ka man
Irog kong matimtiman
Tungahayan mo man lamang
Ang nagpapaalam
Dahan-dahan mutya buksa mo ang bintana
Tanawin mo’t kahabagan
Ang sa ‘yo’y nagmamahal

Even when you are sleeping
O my dearly beloved
Just a glance from you
As I say my goodbye
Please open your window
O look at me and have mercy
Look at the one who loves you greatly

Kung sakali mang salat
Sa yama’t pangarap
May isang sumpang wagas
Ang aking paglingap
Pakiusap ko sa ‘yo
Kaawaan moa ko
Kahit mamatay
Pag-ibig ko’y minsan lamang.
Iniibig kita magpakailan pa man.

Even if I, lacking
In riches and dreams
My purest promise
Is my undying devotion.
My earnest plea for you
Have mercy on me
Even until death
I only will love once
I love you for all eternity.

Pakiusap tells of a man’s undying love, which he professes through a song. During the
Spanish era, the musicians popularized kundiman songs not just to express love but with added
undertones of nationalism and liberty to promote patriotism during the revolution.136 Where other
countries had patriotic hymns and pieces, the Filipinos had kundiman to express national fervor
in the form of a love song.
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Figure 2.3. Bayan Ko (My Country), kundiman nationalistic genre137
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Bayan Ko (My Motherland) Lyrics and Translation
Ang bayan kong Pilipinas
Lupain ng ginto’t bulaklak
Pag-ibig ang sa kanyang palad
Nag-alay ng ganda’t dilag
At sa kanyang yumi at ganda
Dayuhan ay nahalina
Bayan ko, binihag ka
Nasadlak sa dusa

My Motherland, the Philippines
Land with gold and flowers richly blest
And the gift of love within her soul
Shown in allure and loveliness
Caught the alien’s wayward fancy
You were snatched, my precious land,
My dear country, you were conquered
Enslaved in misery.

Ibon mang may laying lumipad
Kulungin mo at umiiyak
Bayan pa kayang sakdal dilag
Ang di magnasang makaalpas
Pilipinas kong minumutya
Lupain ng luha’t dalita
Aking adhika
Makita kang sakdal laya!

Every bird so free to soar and fly
If you cage her she will surely fly
How can such a bright and splendid land
Not aspire to rise in liberty?
O my dearly cherished Philippines
Cradle of my tears and misery
Hear my fondest wish:
To see you forever free!

Translated by Gil Yuzon, September 13, 2020, Philippine Daily Inquirer138
Bayan Ko has undergone various translations and is one of the most popular patriotic
anthems in the Philippines. It started as a Spanish poem entitled Nuestra Patria, written by
General Alejandrino in opposition to the American occupation. After a few decades, Jose
Corazon de Jesus, a Filipino poet, translated the poem into Tagalog, and Constancio de Guzman
set it to music and revived it during Martial Law.139
Harana (Danza Española) is the traditional song style for courtship patterned in the
tempo de habanera.140
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Figure 2.4. Bituing Marikit (Beautiful Star), harana genre141
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Bituing Marikit (Beautiful Star) Lyrics and Translation
Bituing marikit sa gabi ng buhay
Ang bawat kislap mo’y ligaya ang taglay
Yaring aking palad, iyong patnubayan
At kahit na sinag ako’y bahaginan

Beautiful star in the night of life
With each glimmer, you herald great joy
Guide my humbly proffered hands
And even the slightest of beams, grant me.

Natanim sa puso ko yaong isang pag-ibig
Na pinakasamba sa loob ng dibdib
Sa iyong luningning laging nasasabik
Ikaw ang pangarap, bituing marikit.

Contained in my heart is a love that thrives
In my heart is your shrine, you are
worshiped within
I am filled with anticipation for your gleam
You are my hopeful reverie beautiful star.

Lapitan moa ko, halina bituin
Ating pag-isahin ang mga damdamin
Ang sabik kong diwa’y
Huwag mong uhawin
Sa batis ng ing wagas na paggiliw

Come to me please, my star
Hold close our love, let us become one
Let not my eager heart
Thirst for you
By the eternal stream of your love.

Translation copyright by Katrina Navarro, 2013142
During the Spanish period, it was customary for a man to sing outside the window of the
lady he was courting. This tradition is called harana or serenade, in which a man either
serenades with the guitar as the primary instrument by himself or with friends. The man or his
group will serenade the lady until she opens the window and let him or the group in for some
conversation and a light snack.143
The three musical examples use a parallel minor to major key signature changes, typical
of traditional Philippine music.
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The American Contribution to Philippine Music
The Americans contributed to the strengthening and expanding the musical training of
Filipino musicians by establishing the University of the Philippines’ Conservatory of Music, the
premier music college similar in local status to The Julliard School in Manhattan, NY. According
to Carmen Guerrero Nakpil, a National Artist for literature, “this Westernization of Filipino taste
is responsible for Filipino music performers’ modern excellence and sophistication. Thanks to
the friars who made the Filipinos carry the European octave, choristers, and musicians out of the
Filipinos, they are familiar with Western music’s inventory, repertoire, and musical codes.”144
OPM (Original Pilipino Music)
After the Philippines’ independence from Spain (June 12, 1898) and the US (July 4,
1946), the country still had to establish its own national identity. In 1988, Philippine Senator
Leticia Ramos Shahani called for a study of Filipino cultural deficiencies, describing the country
as a “sick nation afflicted with poverty, passivity, graft, and corruption; a lack of patriotism, and
a desire for instant gratification.”145
Filipino pop music, also known as Original Philippine Music, is an expansive
nomenclature encompassing music composed by Filipinos in various genres. The 1970s saw an
explosion of original songs with a global sound—from ballads to disco to alternative rock—
performed with Western instruments but with Filipino folk sounds. Former President Marcos
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instituted a project to sponsor and promote Filipino music and a yearly songwriting competition
called Manila Sound, later known as OPM.146
Figure 2.5. Tagalog OPM genre Kay Ganda ng Ating Musika (How Beautiful is Our Music) by
Ryan Cayabyab147
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Kay Ganda ng Ating Musika (How Beautiful is Our Music)
Lyrics and Translation
Magmula ng ako’y matutong umawit
Naging makulay ang aking munting daigdig
Tila ilog pala ang paghimig
Kung malaim, damdami’y pag-ibig
Kung umapaw ang kaluluwa’t tinig
Ay sadyang nanginginig

Ever since I learned how to sing
My little world became colorful
Singing is like a river
If it’s deep, it feels more love
If the soul and voice overflows
It causes trembling

Magmula ng ako’y matutong umawit
Bawa’t sandali’y aking pilit mabatid
Ang himig na maituturing atin
Mapupuri pagka’t bukod-tangi
Di marami ang di magsasabing
Heto na’t inyong dinggin

Ever since I learned how to sing
I want to learn every moment
The music that I can claim as ours
Worthy of acclaim because it is unique
Only some will say
Listen, here it is

Kay ganda ng ating musika
Ito ay atin, sariling atin
At sa habang buhay awitin natin

How beautiful is our music
It is ours, ours alone
Let us sing it throughout our lifetime

Magmula nang ako’y natutong umawit
Nagkabuhay muli ang aking paligid
Ngayong batid ko na ang umibig
Sa sariling tugtugin o himig
Sa isang makata’y maririnig
Mga titik nagsasabing

Ever since I learned how to sing
Everything became alive again
Now that I learned how to love
My own’s music or song
You will hear a poet saying
Through his words: “Here it is”

Kay ganda ng ating musika
Ito ay atin, sariling atin
At sa habang buhay awitin natin

How beautiful is our music
It is ours, ours alone
Let us sing it throughout our lifetime

Kay Ganda ng Ating Musika (How Beautiful is Our Music) is the first winner of the
Metro Manila Popular Music Festival in 1978, composed by National Artist for Music Ryan
Cayabyab.148 Kay Ganda ng Ating Musika has been the gold standard for Original Philippine
Music (OPM) for its theme of promoting original music and encouraging fellow Filipinos to love
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and sing their cultural sound. The song evokes nostalgic memories for many (like myself)
because we heard the song played on the airwaves growing up. The chord progressions are not
the typical I-IV-V-I with some secondary dominants but instead include a turn from parallel
minor to the major key signature, which invokes the style of traditional music. Professor
Cayabyab starts in D Major for the stanzas but transitions to its parallel d minor in the chorus.
Then by using chord progressions that descended by 5ths, he brings the song back to its original
key of D Major. The Maestro’s song (as Cayabyab is fondly called) is an excellent example of
fusing Filipino thoughts, ideals, and emotions using Western music influence to create today's
OPM sound. Professor Cayabyab describes the song as mirroring the progressive societal
changes “with its rallying cry of writing about thoughts and feelings and expressing them
through music in their language.”149 After more than forty years of its initial performance, Kay
Ganda ng Ating Musika still warms the peoples’ hearts to love what is culturally their music.
The Ministry of Far East Broadcasting Company
During the introduction of OPM, the Christian church was also trying to identify itself through
its music and musical style. Borne out of the missionary efforts from the West, particularly those
of United States missionaries, the teachers brought the gospel—and their cultures. Unlike the
Roman Catholic Church, Protestant churches used hymns that the missionaries taught, primarily
sung in English. There was not much hunger for original church music as the nation was still
experiencing a rebirth and a renewed search for self-identity.
The Far East Broadcasting Company was founded in 1945 to broadcast Christ to the
world. Bob Bowman, John Broger, and William Roberts had their first radio broadcast in
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Shanghai but moved to Manila in 1948 when China became a communist country.150 In 1978, the
Christian station DZAS produced an all-Tagalog Christian album Papuri! (praise). In 1979 a
songwriting competition, also entitled Papuri, was launched with great success. The annual
competition became multifaceted, branching out with different genres: Papuri—unique number,
Salmo—praise and worship, Pambatang Papuri—kids’ praise songs, Pamaskong Papuri—
Christmas, Kasalan—wedding music, and Sari-Likha—original songs not part of any
competition or commissioned compositions.151
Figure 2.6. Sapagkat ang Dios ay Pag-ibig, Tagalog hymn by Pastor Dave Magalong152
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Sapagkat ang Dios ay Pag-ibig (Because God is Love)
Lyrics and Translation
Pag-ibig ang syang pumukaw
Sa ating puso at kaluluwa
Ang syang nagdulot sa ating buhay
Liwanag sa dilim at pag-asa
Pag-ibig ang syang buklod natin
Di mapapawi kailan pa man
Sa puso’t diwa tayo’y isa lamang
Kahit na tayo ay magkawalay.

Love is what inspires
Our hearts and souls
And gave our lives
Light and hope in the darkness
Love is what binds us
It will last forever
In hearts and minds we are one
Even if we’re apart.

Pagkat ang Dios nati’y Dios ng pag-ibig,
Magmahalan tayo’t magtulungan

Because our God is God of love
let us love and help one another

At kung tayo’y bigo ay huwag limutin
Na may Dios tayo na nagmamahal.

When we are hopeless, do not forget
We have a God who loves us.

Sikapin sa ‘ting pagtungo
Ipamalita sa buong mundo
Pag-ibig ng Dios na syang sumakop
Sa bawat pusong uhaw sa pagsuyo

As we go
Let us strive to tell the whole world
God’s love covers
All our need for love.

If Philippine pop music had Kay Ganda ng Ating Musika, Far East Broadcasting
Company’s effort to promote original Filipino church music had Sapagkat ang Dios ay Pag-ibig
– one of the first winners of the Christin songwriting composition Papuri. There is not much
written about this song’s history or composer. Still, Sapagkat ang Dios ay Pag-ibig has captured
the churches’ attention and appetite for Tagalog hymns; even the Roman Catholic Church has
included it in its repertoire, although the song was meant for Christian churches. I studied music
theory with Pastor Dave Magalong during my college years; he was humble enough that he did
not care that his name was often omitted as the composer of the song. He just wanted to share the
music God gave him.
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Afterthought
Because of the physical separation of the country’s land masses (archipelago), the
country’s unification before Spanish rule was impossible. The people groups in the various
islands established decrees and ways of life suited for their communities. The 333 years of the
Spanish regime produced effects on music and attitudes that still manifest today. Spain
influenced Philippine music and the arts through the use of various styles of Spanish music such
as zarzuela (musical theater drama), senakulo (passion play), pandanggo (fandango), and
cariñosa (a form of waltz), to name a few153 and have been fused into Philippine music that we
know today. The forty-eight years of American occupation strengthened the educational system.
President McKinley’s declaration of English as the language of instruction in 1900 continued to
dominate the current educational system, making the Philippines the fifth-largest Englishspeaking country in the world in 2021.154
The use of English in Protestant churches—whether in preaching or singing—stems from
the varied influences of colonialism and the country’s continued efforts to bring itself into
solidarity as a nation. Current movements from schools, Philippine EthnoArts, and FEBC
promote and foster Filipino sounds for churches through original song competitions and
assimilating ethnic sounds into stage performances.
“I hope that the enchantment of Western civilization shall gradually wear off, and in its
place, a truly integrated Filipino consciousness will develop ever more richly as the spirit of a
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proud and sovereign people it must be” (Felipe Padilla De Leon).155 As Filipinos continue to
discover who they are and unite to make their reclaimed selves known to the world, the richness
of spirit and strength of the Filipinos will continue to thrive.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
The research examines Philippine history and its impact on the Filipino psyche, affecting
the construction of a local, independent Baptist church. The study aims to assess why
independent fundamental Baptist churches in the National Capital Region of the Philippines lack
indigenous or cultural sounds in their worship music and what actions could inspire local
churches to compose church music that encourages their hearts to worship. This chapter explains
the methodology, the research design, the setting, participants, survey instruments, procedures,
and data analysis to help answer the research questions.

A Story of Two Churches
Faith Baptist Church Filipino: An Inquiry
Faith Baptist Church started in 1955 in the heart of California’s San Fernando Valley. In
1960, Faith Baptist requested Dr. Roland Rasmussen to pastor the church, which he did until
2015. It was his vision and burden to establish a school and two other congregations – the
Filipino and Spanish ministries – to reach out to the specific people groups which predominantly
live in the northwestern part of the Los Angeles basin. The 2019 survey shows 93.2 % of the San
Fernando population is Hispanic156, while the Filipino number 509,000 in Los Angeles alone.157
The Filipino ministry that started at Faith Baptist Church in 1987 continues to thrive,
currently pastored by Patrick Alingasa, a Doane Baptist Bible Institute graduate in Iloilo City,
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Philippines. This ministry serves the Filipino community through church services, Sunday
School, visitations, discipleship, choral ministry, missions, Bible studies, elderly outreach, and
youth ministries. Attendance runs from two hundred fifty to two hundred seventy-five people on
any given Sunday.
The Music Culture of Faith Baptist Church Filipino Ministry
The music of Faith Baptist Filipino ministry mirrors that of the English church service.
The preaching, hymns, and special music are all in English, with occasional Tagalog song
renditions during the Philippine Independence Day celebration (June) and Linggo ng Wika
(August). The song repertoire consists primarily of hymns and choral anthems, and the newer
worship songs are part of the music offering with occasional Tagalog Christian song selections.

Figure 3.1. Map of San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles County158
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Blue Ridge Bible Baptist Church: An Inquiry
Blue Ridge Bible Baptist Church (BRBBC) in the Philippines started in 1966 as a Bible
study under Missionary Art Sims and Pastor Wenceslao Secillano. On April 3, 1977, the first
church service began, and eventually, there were thirty charter members. The church continued
with house-to-house visits, tract distributions, Bible studies, and church services. Abraham
Vallega assumed the pastorate in 1974 and became the pastor until his passing in 2021. BRBBC
was instrumental in establishing more than 30 churches and missions work in the islands of
Luzon and Visayas and a school that offers education from kindergarten to twelfth grade with an
additional Alternative Learning System.
The Music Culture of Blue Ridge Bible Baptist Church
Blue Ridge Bible Baptist Church’s music sounds like a typical urban Baptist church in
Manila, with gospel-centered lyrics in hymns and other songs sung mainly in English. Its
Facebook page livestreams all its services, and the piano is the only live musical instrument used
and is combined with prerecorded .mp3 files from recording companies. Throughout the
services, people speak Taglish—a mix of Tagalog and English. Most of the songs sung before
the preaching is in English. The male singers wear suit jackets and ties even in summer, which
mimics the Independent Baptist traditional attire in the United States.
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Figure 3.2. Map of the National Capital Region, Philippines159

Design
The study used the explanatory sequential mixed methods research approach defined by
Creswell and Creswell. The method has three general phases of the study, namely, the gathering
of data through a survey instrument (qualitative), analyzing the results, and using these results to
plan the second phase of the study (qualitative) and formulate a plan to help the churches create
original music for worship.160
Upon IRB approval, the quantitative phase of the study commenced by gathering the two
churches’ consent to participate in the survey and seminar. Once all the permissions were
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granted, the Los Angeles participants received their survey instruments in two ways: either in
printed form or as an email attachment. The Philippine participants were emailed the survey
instrument and returned their responses as emails. The data from the quantitative method became
the screening instrument for the seminars by identifying the participants’ regional backgrounds,
years of ministry service, and church song preferences.
Based on the qualitative data, the researcher created a seminar featuring Brian Schrag’s
Creating Local Arts Together (CLAT) process.161 The seminar module helped integrate and
connect the quantitative results to produce qualitative data using the responses and answers from
participants’ perceptions of history and its effects, particularly in Filipino music. The lessons
encouraged participants to understand their unique church culture through data gathered from the
survey and seminar responses. Data from the studies helped construct a plan to create lyrics that
became the catalyst for the songs Aking Handog (My Offering), Pangako (Promise), and
Magtitiwala sa Iyo (Trust in You).

Research Questions and Hypotheses
As previously stated, the deficiency or omission of indigenous sounds in Philippine Baptist
music-making provided the catalyst for this study:
R.Q.1: How can the National Capital Region’s Baptist churches use their unique musical
characteristics as part of the worship music-making?
R.Q.2: What criteria, music composition models, and styles may apply to Philippine
Baptist church worship? What are the indigenous cultural sounds suitable for church use?
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The following are the working hypotheses for this project:
H1: Music-making with indigenous sounds in Philippine Baptist churches in the NCR
may expand their artistic worship expression and deepen their spiritual relationship with one
another by using original and culturally appropriate music for the region.
H2: The criteria, music composition models, and styles based on indigenous sounds in
the NCR may be developed through discipleship and mentoring in Scripture and the arts,
learning the unique cultural expressions, and providing a template for original music
composition appropriate to the church culture.
H3: Revisiting Philippine history from a Christian perspective may aid in a better
understanding of the Filipino psyche. The historical inquiry may help create original songs for
local church use that incorporate heart language, available cultural instruments, and melodic
motifs.
Participants
Two groups of participants were recruited based on the commitment of the church
leaders. The in-person participants are choir members of Faith Baptist Church Filipino Ministry
in Canoga Park, California, a suburb of Los Angeles. The “mirror” participants are choir
members of Blue Ridge Bible Baptist Church from Quezon City, a city of Metro Manila NCR.
Both sets of choir members answered the same survey questions, and those who agreed to be part
of the in-person seminars (Los Angeles) and Zoom workshops attended the meetings. For ease of
identification, the church in the U.S. will be referred to as Los Angeles, while the Philippine site
will be called Manila (QC).
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Demographics
Participation was limited since the research occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic
social restrictions. At the time of the initial survey, the choir from Los Angeles sang but with a
limited number of people. In contrast, the Manila (QC) choir did not meet at all due to COVID
restrictions in the Philippines, and in-person worship gatherings were limited to 10-30% of
regular capacity.
Table 3.1. Participants’ Gender (Question 1a)
Participants' Gender
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Male

Female
Los Angeles

Manila (QC)
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Table 3.2. Participants’ Age Ranges (Question 1b)
Participants' Age Ranges
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
18-19 yrs

20-30 yrs

30-50 yrs

Los Angeles

Manila (QC)

Setting
Los Angeles: the in-person teaching site was a high school music classroom at
Faith Baptist Schools, which doubles as a practice room for the Filipino ministry on Saturdays
and Sundays. The first lesson commenced on March 27, 2022, and the second meeting occurred
on April 24. Participants were greeted and seated in a room that was familiar to all. A
PowerPoint presentation slide was shown on the screen, projecting the seminar’s title and the
subsequent lessons.
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Manila (QC): the Zoom seminar was conducted on June 3, 2022, at 9:00 p.m. PST. The
participants were either in the church building or in their homes. The second meeting was
organized on June 17, 10:30 p.m. PST.

Instrumentation
The survey instrument consists of nine questions:
1. Brief salvation testimony
2. Length of music ministry service
3. Birthplace—region only
4. Favorite hymns and congregational songs
5. Songs/hymns translated into the participant’s dialect that was used in church
6. Sounds and instruments that connect the participant with his culture
7. The presence of original songs in the participant’s local church
8. The need or appropriateness of the cultural sounds to be used in church services
9. The survey participant’s willingness to be part of the lesson
Association by region is essential in the mind of a Filipino, which is the main reason for
question 3. In every conversation, especially during an introduction, someone’s ancestry by
birthplace or region is always part of the discourse, making the discussions more engaging. If
another person in the discussion comes from the same province or territory, it creates more
affinity and solidarity. Filipino regionalism stems from two sources: First, the physical makeup
of the Philippines as an archipelago—with its seven thousand islands— created barriers to the
nation’s unity and Spain’s plans for conquest. Second, the Spanish strategy of conquest by
engaging people groups from various regions to fight one another. Teodoro Agoncillo, one of the
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nation’s historians, states that Filipinos think of regional oneness, an extension of close family
ties traced to the Spanish pursuance of divide and conquer—dividing Filipinos by appealing to
regionalist pride and prejudices.162 Regionalism tends to bring people of the same region closer,
especially in migration. In the case of Los Angeles and Manila (QC) participants, regionalism
has caused the people to group together and serve in the Baptist churches they attend.
Questions 4, 5, and 7 give a broad perspective on the participants’ song choices and the
presence or absence of original/Tagalog music in church services. Questions 6 and 8 address the
participants’ knowledge or ideas about cultural and ethnic instruments by association or
education.
A 2008 historical music survey by TatlerAsia written by Paul de Guzman cites a few
facts regarding perspectives about Filipino music that even the average Filipinos might find
interesting:
1. Many indigenous cultures do not have a generic term for vocal music because indigenous
art is integrated with everyday life, multifaceted, and participatory.
2. Music is often improvised and communal, emphasizing the creative process rather than
the finished product.
3. Kulintang is the most cultivated musical expression among Filipino Muslims.
4. OPM (Original Pilipino Music) is the fusing of music from indigenous cultures with
guitars and synthesizers.163
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Procedure
The International Review Board of Liberty University approved the explanatory
sequential mixed method design, survey instrument, and required documents. Before the research
began, permission from the university was obtained and secured to experiment. After obtaining
consent, the pastor of Faith Baptist Church Filipino Ministry and the worship pastor of Blue
Ridge Bible Baptist Church granted the permits necessary for the study to commence.
Recruitment
Los Angeles Setting
The target participants were either emailed or given a physical copy of the consent to
participate. Upon completion, the survey instrument was emailed or delivered to the confirmed
participants to answer. In-person lessons were scheduled after Sunday services with the approval
of the pastor and choir director. All meetings were audio-recorded, and the researcher did not use
names or calls on them throughout the workshop seminar as this portion of the design
experiment required anonymity.
Manila (QC) Setting
Participants were either emailed or given a physical copy of the consent to participate
with the help of the choir director. Upon completion, the survey instrument was emailed or
delivered to the confirmed participants to answer. Both choir directors and the researcher settled
on the dates for Zoom meetings after the Manila (QC) choir director confirmed the available
schedules with the pastor and prospective participants. The Zoom workshops were recorded, the
audio extracted and saved, and the video deleted. No names were used throughout the seminar.
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Music Composition: Themes and Melodies
Los Angeles
The first workshop transpired on March 27 to discuss the results of the survey instrument.
After reviewing the results, the choir learned about steps one and two of Schrag’s CLAT process,
presented through PowerPoint. Choir members were asked to consider their kingdom goals,
problems encountered, and efforts to make minor changes to achieve said goals.
The second session occurred on April 24, after Easter. After finishing steps three to five
of the CLAT process, the choir worked on a music template for a choral arrangement. They
chose a theme of personal salvation combined with a touch of their general migration story from
the Philippines to the United States. The second template was to design a hymn based on Psalms
116:12-13 using the exact Tagalog translation of the verses. After considering the poem, the
choir director created a Google document for choir members to continue to add to the lyrics from
the April 24 session.
The final template-making meeting was on May 1, 2022. The members were excited to
read their creations and put music to the lyrics. The phrases were reviewed and changed as
needed while creating melodies reminiscing the OPM sound they used to hear. They also gave
suggestions for the choral arrangement. The hymn lyrics based on Psalm 116:12-13 were set to
two rhythmic motifs: bossa nova and waltz. The choir chose the waltz meter type since the choir
director commented, "I think bossa nova rhythm does not have a part in a church setting, even
though it is a familiar sound,”164 and all the participants agreed. The choir sessions ended with
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excitement and expectation. One member stated, “I never knew we could collaborate and
create a song that speaks to my heart. I can’t wait to sing the choir piece in church!”165
Subsequent meetings were rehearsals rather than workshops. The researcher led choral
technique training to teach the song’s four-part harmony, accurate pronunciation, diction, and
rhythm. The songs Aking Handog (My Offering) and Pangako (Promise) were presented during
the church’s celebration of Philippine Independence Day on June 12, 2022.
Manila (QC)
The first Zoom workshop seminar happened on June 3, 2022. After a few introductions,
the group discussed the survey instrument results and song selections. After reviewing the
results, the workshop commenced. Participants learned CLAT steps 1-4 through a PowerPoint
presentation shared by the choir director of Faith Baptist; this workshop was based on the
seminar previously given to the Filipino ministry. At the beginning of the workshop, the
researcher and choir directors of both churches did most of the discussion with little participation
from the other choir members. When the participants understood that they were not to sing a solo
as part of the workshop but would work together to learn about what they could do to promote
original and cultural music in their worship, they became at ease. They started giving their
thoughts during the discussions.
The choir director from Los Angeles was the moderator since she was the former choir
director of the Manila (QC) church (and also the researcher) and helped set up the meeting. After
finishing step five of the module, the participants were inspired to create their template after
listening to the recording of Aking Handog. The members chose salvation and trust as themes
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and shared phrases that would comprise the song. They were given five days to finish the lyrics
and email them to the researcher. The lyrics were completed on June 8, when the group
requested the researcher to develop melodies suited for the song. The arrangement was finished
and emailed to both choir directors.
While listening to the recording, both choir directors shed tears, for the tune captured the
heart of the lyrics. “Nakakaiyak yung kanta kasi eto yung gusto naming sabihin na testimony.”
(The song made me cry, for it caught what we want to say as our testimony.)166 The Manila (QC)
choir director approved the song and asked for help arranging the piece for choir and guitar since
it is the most accessible instrument that had a “Filipino sound” and is acceptable for church use.
The second meeting occurred on June 17 to finish Step 5 of the CLAT process and learn their
song Magtitiwala sa Iyo (I Will Trust in You).
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH FINDINGS
The churches surveyed in this study are similar in several ways. The church in Los
Angeles is the Filipino ministry Faith Baptist Church, an independent fundamental Baptist
church in the San Fernando Valley in Los Angeles County. According to the United States
Census of 2022, Los Angeles is the second-largest city in the US, with 3.9 million people living
within its 469 square miles of land.167 Blue Ridge Bible Baptist Church is located in Quezon
City, the largest city in the Philippines, with 2.9 million people residing in an area of 66 square
miles.168 Both towns are part of a larger group of combined cities: Canoga Park is part of the San
Fernando Valley, which belongs to Los Angeles County, while Quezon City is part of the
National Capital Region, of which Manila is the central city. Both places are densely populated
and strategically positioned as growing communities of their respective counties.
Figure 4.1. Graph of the Baptist Population in San Fernando Valley:169
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In a report by the Baptist International Missions (BIMI), the Philippine population
consists of 82.9% Roman Catholics, 5% Muslims, 2.8% Evangelicals, and other Christians are
listed as 4.5% of the population.170 There is no mention of the Baptist denomination. The report
also expressed a need for missionaries in Metro Manila.

Survey Results and Data Findings
The following graph presentations are the survey results using the survey instrument
approved by IRB and their related comparisons.
Table 4. 1. Years of Music Ministry Service (Question 2)

Years of Music Ministry Service
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Los Angeles

Manila (QC)
1-10 Years
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Analysis
The Los Angeles participants have many members with more than three decades of music
service, indicating that many of those serving in the music ministry are adults. On the other hand,
Manila (QC) participants have a large number of younger members.
Table 4.2. Region of Birthplace (Question 3)

Region of Birthplace
12

10

8

6

4

2

0
NCR

Other Regions
Los Angeles Manila

Manila (QC)

Analysis
Both church choirs have members born in the National Capital Region, which places
them in one of the urban cities of the country. Highly urbanized cities in the Philippines have a
minimum of 200,000 inhabitants and a city income of at least 50 million Philippine pesos.171
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Table 4.3. List of Most Favorite Hymns, Los Angeles (Question 4)
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Table 4.4. List of Most Favorite Hymns, Manila (QC)
Manila (QC)
7
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To God be
the Glory

Now I
Belong

Jesus Saves Victory in All Hail the Dwelling in Blessed
Jesus
Power
Beulah
Assurance

I am
Resolved
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Analysis
1. The Los Angeles respondents listed fourteen hymns with two or fewer votes.
2. The Manila (QC) respondents listed forty-three hymns with three or fewer votes.
3. The hymns that appeared on both lists with three or more votes are as follows:
a. To God be the Glory
b. Victory in Jesus
Table 4.5. Favorite Hymns with Tagalog Translation (Question 5)

Favorite Hymns with Tagalog Translation
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Dakilang
Katapatan
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Los Angeles

To God be
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Manila (QC

Amazing
Grace

There is
Sunshine
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Analysis
Both churches indicated that they only sing Tagalog hymns (original or translated) during
Buwan ng Wika (Language Month) in August, in celebration of Philippine independence day in
June, and during their church anniversaries, which coincide in September. Both churches have a
service song repertoire in English throughout the year. The Los Angeles choir members indicated
more favorite hymns in Tagalog than in Manila (QC).
Table 4.6. Instrument the Respondents Associate with Cultural or Ethnic Sounds
(Question 6)
Instruments the Respondents Associate with Cultural or Ethnic Sounds
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Analysis
Members from both choirs identified the guitar as a cultural instrument, indicating that
the Spanish influence still thrives after more than a hundred years of freedom from the country’s
power. Spanish music, pop, and western influence greatly impacted Philippine music. The
Spanish colonization gave rise to the popularization of the guitar, while Western musical
instruments overshadowed native musical instruments.172 Some choir members relate to the
Indonesian music instruments of kulintang as part of the ethnic sound, which Muslims still use in
Mindanao. During the in-person lesson in Los Angeles, two choir members listed kulintang and
other Southern Philippine instruments as ethnic because that region of the Philippines has
maintained its musical heritage. Kulintang is a musical instrument used since pre-colonial times
and is considered the most cultivated of the region's musical expressions.173 Neale Matherne, a
senior lecturer for international studies at the University of the Philippines, describes the
reconstruction of the Filipino culture in Southern California by the students preparing for
Pilipino Cultural Night. The Filipino American students categorize the rondalla as part of the
homeland culture, with kulintang from Southern Philippines as part of the minority musical
culture.174
Question 7: Reasons for Lack of Original Compositions in Tagalog Used in Music Services
Both churches expressed reasons for not using more Tagalog hymns and songs in church
services; participants’ answers are as follows:
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Los Angeles Responses175
1. “There are no trained music composers in church.”
2. “Some can write poems but are not knowledgeable in making melodies and
arrangements.”
3. “There are not sufficient resources or encouragement to create original songs.”
4. “There are not a lot of original Filipino compositions that I can get online to study or
teach to the choir/choir members for special music. Additionally, most of these original
Tagalog compositions do not use sheet music with SATB parts. Most songs are available
in recording but not in printed music sheet form.”
5. “We do not have many composers in church, but we occasionally sing original Tagalog
songs from the Philippines.”
6. “I am working on my music degree and can write music, but I cannot write songs in
Tagalog or place melodies on Tagalog lyrics. Since I have lived here in Los Angeles for
nearly a decade, I cannot relate to Filipino music anymore.”
Manila (QC) Responses176
1. “None of us are musically talented or brave enough to compose original worship music or
songs. Also, no member of our church graduated as a music major. Only by the grace of
God can we sing and play instruments.”
2. “We, as a choir, still need to explore the possibility of creating our original music.”
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3. “I cannot remember singing an original composition from our group. Some of us can
write a song but are shy about it or come up with lyrics but are not knowledgeable in
adding melody or music to it.”
4. “None of my churchmates in Mindoro can compose a song; I can’t make music.”
5. “We have not had an original song written in church, and we are praying for someone to
do that for us.”
Analysis
The members of both groups indicate feelings of inadequacy toward creating new songs.
One statement mentions the lack of encouragement to develop and produce original hymns and
songs for church use. The lack of available choral arrangements of Tagalog songs prevents
choirs from singing the songs they may want to sing in church, as most of the pieces produced by
the Christian music company Papuri usually are interpreted as solo renditions. The music
production does not come with music notations; most lead sheets are lyrics with chords. The
choir member currently earning his undergraduate in music expresses his lack of exposure to
OPM to create melodies that will sound Filipino since his training focuses on classical music and
jazz.
Digital applications and software to transcribe music and produce octavos are expensive
in the Philippines; hence music is orally and aurally transmitted or written by hand. The church
music leaders prefer published octavos to provide ease during rehearsals. “Made in the USA”
printed music is also a subconscious preference for Western-published church music and is
attributed to the principle of colonial mentality. As F. V. Mateo reiterates in her thesis, “colonial
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mentality (CM) not only indicates the rejection of anything Filipino, but it also includes the
automatic preference for anything Western.”177
Question 8: Appropriateness of Ethnic Instruments and Sounds for Church Use
Los Angeles Responses178
1. Ethnic/cultural sounds are suitable for church use “as long as it does not have a rock
music influence.”
2. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “because it aids the congregation
and makes the sound more beautiful.”
3. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “because worship music is not
limited to only what the missionaries taught us.”
4. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use, “but not all ethnic sounds and
instruments are suitable for a church service. For example, we can use the bandurria in
our congregational singing as an instrument with the piano and guitar. We can use the
bandurria as part of the choir accompaniment.”
5. “Filipinos are nationalists, and we take great pride in our culture. Incorporating any part
of our heritage into our service keeps the Filipino spirit alive. Ethnic/cultural sounds are
appropriate for church use because I believe using some ethnic instruments is suitable as
it is an identity we hold dear.”
6. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use because “I think it would be a great
idea to include traditional Filipino sounds or music during worship in church as it brings
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people closer to their heritage. Songs sung in their native language provide people with a
more direct connection to the song’s lyrics. As music is the language of the soul, ethnicsounding music will help listeners connect to the culture much better.”
7. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “as long as it gives glory to God
and honors his name.”
8. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church “because the Lord may use them to
communicate with us.”
9. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “to encourage others to sing.”
10. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “as long as it is mellow and stirs the
heart and spirit but not the body.”
Manila (QC) responses179
1. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use, “but I think it depends on the
music we want to express or produce. The use of cultural instruments like bandurria
complements church music.”
2. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “as long as the instrument is not
percussion.” (Note: during the second meeting, the choir member clarified that the
percussion she meant was the drum set not being part of a solemn church service.)
3. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “because traditional music forms
are considered carriers of cultural heritage. They represent expressions and traditions
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transferred through generations of a community to provide us with a sense of continuity
and identity.”
4. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use since “I have heard them played
with different songs. I love using our instruments as long as they are not ear-whacking
and grasp the solemn sound.” (Note: the participant clarified through email that the
solemn sound she meant was peaceful, reflective, serious, and focused on who God is.)
5. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “if the church leader allows them
and if it is not against Bible doctrine.”
6. Ethnic/cultural sounds are appropriate for church use “depending on the availability of
the instruments in specific regions or provinces.”
7. Ethnic/cultural sounds are “inappropriate for church use because the piano is enough.
8. Ethnic/cultural sounds are “inappropriate for church use because they do not fit with the
church songs.”
Analysis
The Los Angeles participants agree on using ethnic and cultural sounds for church music
for cultural identity, more direct communication, and understanding. It encourages others to sing
using the national language. The choir members identified two main concerns regarding the
music’s “solemn sound” and the exclusion of rock music influence.
Manila (QC)’s responses were more varied. Some participants support using ethnic instruments
to “enhance worship, appropriate to the solemnity of the sound (peaceful, reflective, serious, and
God-focused), and represent heritage,” as explained by Binky Lising, Manila (QC) choir
director: “Para sa akin, yung awit ng pagsamba ay tahimik at parang nagmumuni-muni, hindi
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magulo.”180 (For me, worship music is quiet and contemplative, not noisy.) The choir members
who oppose ethnic musical instruments are satisfied with the piano as the only instrument for
worship. They are also particular about following the church leader’s choices and discourage the
modern drum set’s use (as clarified by the respondent through email).

Creating Local Arts Together (CLAT) Lesson Summaries
Brian Schrag’s manual, Creating Local Arts Together181, was essential for recognizing the
two churches’ identities as unique in integrating artistic communication182 within their respective
local churches. The image below shows the overview of the module and the in-person and Zoom
workshops summary that followed the CLAT method:183
Figure 4.2. Logo of Creating Local Arts Together (CLAT)
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1. Meet the community and its arts: I, the researcher, have been an occasional musician and
music instructor for Faith Baptist Filipino Ministry, so the participants knew me enough
to talk about music selection, artistic performances, and Philippine history and the arts.
Before the Los Angeles choir director introduced me to Manila (QC) participants, I
watched the live-streamed services to understand the church’s song service, preaching,
and people.
2. Specify kingdom goals: both participating groups learned about valuing identity through
history and having a clearer perspective of other countries’ influences, using Scripture as
the basis for cultural understanding and creativity, and promoting religious and artistic
expression in corporate worship.
3. Special effects, contents, genre, and events: the participants chose choral music as the
genre of expression. Los Angeles participants worked to produce a choir song and a
hymn for the Philippine Independence Day celebration. Since Manila (QC) started the
Zoom lessons a few months later because of scheduling issues and COVID restrictions,
the choir sang their original during their church anniversary in September.
4. Analyze an event containing the chosen genre: since both participating groups chose
choral music, the discussion centered on the hymn and song choices and the need for
original Tagalog music in corporate worship. The lessons also revolved around what
ethnic instruments are available and appropriate for church and how the sounds may
contribute to the uniqueness of the church services.
5. Spark creativity: the participants were encouraged to compose lyrics for their genre of
choice (choral music) with themes of God’s salvation, redemption, faithfulness, and
goodness. The Los Angeles group was more open to composing their melodies. In
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contrast, the Manila (QC) group was rather shy and felt inadequately trained and asked
for my help to construct musical ideas that fit their style of worship.
6. Improve new works: both groups evaluated their songs during the in-person and Zoom
meetings and worked on improving the performance aspect of their music.
7. Integrate and celebrate continuity: The Los Angeles choir sang their new song again last
September 26, 2022, for their church anniversary celebration, which also included a
children’s choir that sang an all-Tagalog song, “Po at Opo.” During their church
anniversary, the Manila (QC) choir sang their original music on September 11, 2022.

The Music Composition: Creating for the Kingdom
The Los Angeles and Manila (QC) choirs created the lyrics, the foundation for making
their first song composition suitable for their respective churches. The themes from the Los
Angeles participants focused on their salvation testimony and God’s faithfulness. The choir
director created a Google drive; each participant was encouraged to contribute to the shared
document toward making the poem and sharing their thoughts to complete the song. The
following week, the participants refined the poetry. The music was created through phrase-byphrase suggestions of musical ideas; they worked with the chorus first and made a melodic line
that connected the musical ideas. The participants repeated the process to form the lyrical theme
for the stanzas and the bridge. To see most participants contributing ideas on how the music
phrases should sound was encouraging. The most common comment from participants was
regarding the difficulty of placing the exact note values corresponding to the pronunciation of the
words and phrases. “Ang hirap palang i-visualize ang Tagalog sa nota. Ang daming sixteenth
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notes—e ganito pala ang hitsura pag ini-nota ang Tagalog!”184 (I did not realize that visualizing
Tagalog phrases into notated musical note values would be overwhelming. Seeing the sixteenthand thirty-second notes was a bit confusing—but that is how we pronounce the words!) “I think
nahihirapan na akong ilagay ang tamang accent sa mga salita kasi hindi na ako masyadong
nagta-Tagalog.”185 (I think I had difficulty placing the proper accent on the phrases because I do
not speak as much Tagalog anymore. Also, notice the use of English and Tagalog in the
sentence; this is how to talk in Taglish.)
Upon finishing the song, the participants asked for my help creating a choral arrangement
for their composition patterned in the OPM ballad style. The participants specified, “yung kanta
e may hugot at areglong pang-choir.”186 (the song will have the “feels” and be in a choral
arrangement). The group also requested an original hymn based on Psalm 116:12-13, set in 3/4
meter with a slight semblance to the kundiman style. As the researcher, I took part in the music
theory discussions. Because I had earned their trust both as a researcher and based on my
musical experience, the choir requested that I arrange the song in SATB with piano parts and
guitar chords.187 I finished the arrangement in two days and distributed it through email. The
following week, the choir sightread the arrangement. After a few choir suggestions and minor
rearrangements, the group rehearsed the songs for several weeks. The song’s initial performance
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celebrated the 124th year of Philippine independence in Faith Baptist Church Filipino Ministry on
June 12, 2022.
Manila (QC) participants listened to the Los Angeles song at the end of the first Zoom
meeting (June 3, 2022) to give them an idea of what kind of music might be possible when
creating their lyrics. The participants were drawn to the song’s melody because it captured the
OPM style suitable for church use. The choir directors of both churches created a Google drive
for the Manila (QC) participants to add the lyrics for their songs. Five days after the first Zoom
meeting, the Manila (QC) choir director sent the lyrics for their intended music. Because of the
distance (7,286 miles), the time difference (fifteen hours), and schedule constraints, the Manila
participants asked for my help to compose the melody with the instruction that it should be
similar to the Los Angeles church song. Paulette, the former choir director of Manila (QC)
church, helped communication gaps by explaining word meanings and melodic choices through
email discussions and Google Drive uploads. The Manila (QC) group approved the song and
arrangement after it was presented and taught at the end of the second Zoom meeting on June 17.
The three pieces are viewable as part of the appendix.

Song Lyrics, Translations, and Analyses
Los Angeles Songs
Pangako (Promise), inspired by Psalms 116:12-13
Kay Yahweh na aking Dios
Anong ihahandog
Sa lahat ng kabutihang sa ‘ki’y kaloob?
Ang handog ko ay dambana
Ng papuri’t pagsamba
Sa kaligtasang bigay ng Dios
Na kanyang bibyaya.

To Yahweh my God
What will I offer
For all the goodness He has given me?
I will offer my altar
Of praise and thanksgiving
For God’s gift of salvation
That is by grace.
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Narito akong inyong abang tagapaglingkod
Naghahandog ng haing pasasalamat.
Ibibigay ang pangakong sa ‘yo’y binitawan
Pupurihin ka magpakailanpaman!

I am here, your lowly servant
Offering my praise
I will give my vow that I have promised you
I will praise you forever!

Aking Handog (My Offering)
Sa gitna ng ligaw na landas
Walang pag-asa, walang patutunguhan
Puno ng pangamba,
Buhay na walang pag-asa
Ngunit Hesus, ika’y dumating
Bagong buhay binigay sa amin
Kaligtasang hanggang langit
Ngayo’y aming nakamit.

In the midst of a pathway that’s lost
No hope and nowhere to go
A life filled with anxiety
A life without hope
But Jesus you came
You have given us new life
Salvation that will bring us to heaven
You have given to us.

Purihin ka O Dios, sa ‘yong katapatan
Pag-ibig mo sa ‘min ay walang hanggan
Patuloy kanaming pasasalamatan
Pagka’t ikaw o Dios ang aming kaligtasan.
Ang aming kaligtasan
Sa ‘ming paglalakbay
Ikaw o Dios ang aming gabay
Pagsubok man ay dumating
Kami’y do mo bibiguin
Tanglaw ang ‘Yong salita
Buhay ko’y iyong akda
Mensahe mong kaligtasan
Ibabahagi kaninuman!

Praise you, Lord, for your faithfulness.
Your love for us is eternal
We will continually give you praise
For you, o God
Our salvation
As we journey in this life
You are our guide
When trials come our way
You will never fail us
Your word is our light
You have authored our lives
Your message of salvation
We will share to everyone!

Anong ibibigay sa kabutihan mong taglay? What will we give you in return for all
Sa kabutihan mong taglay?
Goodness, you have given us?
Walang ibang handog,
There is nothing to give but my life
Buhay ko ang kaloo, aking kaloob.
My life is my offering.
Analysis
The Los Angeles participants decided to write about salvation using imagery that
parallels their experience of immigration to the United States. Their song speaks of an unsure
and unstable life until Jesus came and saved each of them from sin. The lyrics are full of hope
and assurance that the Bible is foundational in their Christian lives, and the Great Commission—
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telling others about Jesus’ salvation—rings true as their mission. Their song also references the
numerical growth in membership in the three years that Pastor Alingasa led the congregation:
multiple families accepted Jesus as their Savior and became members even during the pandemic.
Manila (QC) Song
Magtitiwala sa ‘Yo (I Will Trust in You)
Sa lahat ng pinagdaanan ko
O Dios, ano’ng aking tugon?
Sa hinagpis na naranasan ko
Walang ibang sagot
Kundi pagtiwalaan kang lubos.

In everything that I’ve gone through life
What is my response?
Through all the pain that I’ve experienced
There is no other answer
But to fully trust in you.

Malakas na alon sa ‘kiy humamon
Katapatan mo’ng nagging lakas ng loob
Kasagutan sa lahat ng tanong
Pangakong pang habang panahon
Nayon at bukas ako’y iyo.

The strong winds of life that challenged me
Your faithfulness strengthened me
You’re the answer to all my questions
Your promises are forever sure
Today and tomorrow, I’m forever yours.

Langit at lupa’y lilipas
Ngunit hindi ang ‘yong salita
Mundo ma’y maglaho
Ako’y mananatili sa piling mo
Sa bawa’t pagsikat ng araw
Biyaya mo’y umaapaw
Purihin ka, o Dios magpakailanpaman!

Heaven and earth will pass away
But your word will abide forever
The earth may disappear
I will abide with you
In every sunrise
Your grace overflows
Praise you, o God forever!

Kapayapaang aking nakamtan
Kaibigan, iyo ring mararanasan
Pagmamahal na nagligtas sa akin
Lumapit ka at siya’y tanggapin
Tanging si Cristo ang kaligtasan natin.

The peace that I have found
You will experience it too, my friend
The love that saved me
Come to him and accept his salvation
Christ is our only salvation.

Hindi mo ako iiwan
Sa bawat araw ng buhay ko
Pag-ibig na iyong dulot
Kaligtasan iyong handog

You will never leave me
All the days of my life
The love that you give
And your gift of salvation.
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Analysis
The Manila (QC) participants expressed their desire to write about their salvation
testimony and to challenge their friends to know Christ as their Savior. The song reflects a more
personal approach to sharing the message and the gospel and includes Bible verses in the lyrics.

The Significance of Remembering, the Beauty in Creating
It is encouraging to read the various responses of participants after hearing their
compositions for the first time and their effect on them and the community. Sean Duarte, one of
the seminar participants who grew up serving in the church, emailed me his thoughts after the
workshops:
Our culture and upbringing do not have to be eliminated just because we became
naturalized citizens of the United States. We can incorporate our culture into everyday
activities like music and worship to give us a sense of identity, which will unite Filipinos
in the US. The sessions opened my eyes to a Filipino culture I had not known before. Our
instruments, the use of heart languages in church worship, and the variety of dialects and
artistic expressions found in the Philippines were eye-opening.188
Sean completed a four-year music degree in the Philippines, yet his music studies focused
on Western music rather than Filipino cultural songs. During the lessons for this project, he
expressed unfamiliarity with the genres the older folks were discussing, such as the kundiman
and harana. His brother Paolo, also a college student majoring in music at a Los Angeles
college, indicated during the seminars that he felt disconnected when composing the poem's
melody. The participants initially asked him to create a tune for the poem they had collectively
written, but Paolo told the group that he was unsure. Although he was currently in music school,
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he did not feel competent to compose the song because he was not exposed to Filipino sounds
growing up.
A few months after the seminars and the song’s debut performance, I had the chance to
interview some of the seminar participants in Los Angeles and assess the impact of the
workshops and compositions. The responses were recorded through email or personal recorded
interviews. Paulette expressed her gratitude for the seminar, highlighting the importance of
incorporating cultural sounds into the local church music. She emailed me her thoughts about the
significance of revisiting Filipino culture, singing in Tagalog, and incorporating familiar and
local sounds. In her email, she writes:
Creating songs motivates me because it is for God’s worship. I think creating songs
encourages the people in the ministry to be more proactive in worship. We have seen an
increase in members, and I believe our music made through the seminar is a factor in
inviting new members to join.
The Philippines lost a part of its cultural identity, and it saddens me that fellow Filipinos
lack the initiative to promote our cultural heritage. I have lived in the US for most of my
life, and not being exposed to Filipino sounds created a disinterest in artistic sound until I
attended the lessons and realized that who I am and what I have culturally is essential for
my identity.189
Rose Cruz indicated that while fine-tuning the song, she had to consider how the words
and music would align and rhyme. She said, “I would say that it was not easy because you have
to think yung kailangan mag-rhyme (the need to rhyme), lalo na yung last paragraph (especially
the last paragraph).”190 Notice the Taglish sentence, a typical Tagalog-English mix in Filipino
communication. When asked what she felt after singing the composition in church, she said, “I
felt the joy to be part of making a song. I thank the Lord for being part of creating because I am
not good at music, and to be a part of creating is a privilege. The melody is perfect for the words
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Rose Cruz, interview by author, Canoga Park, CA, October 12, 2022.
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we sang.” When asked if there might be a future in composing more original Tagalog songs for
church, she said, “Yes, there is a future in creating more original songs. I am inspired that I
thought I couldn’t compose, but praise God, through his ways, I did—we did! He made us able.
To sing Filipino songs in a foreign land is another privilege.”191
The participants agreed that the failure to teach Filipino culture to our children after
migrating to the US created a gap in the disconnection of the language and culture. Rose
suggested that Filipino parents continue to speak their native language to their children at home
and to teach their language to understand and converse.
Myrna Vidola, one of the participants, said, “Ang natutunan ko ay (what I have learned
was) we can continue the Filipino heritage of music even sa (in) church. We are not limited
because we can do it in church and continue using the instruments (guitar). We can continue
praising the Lord in and out of the church.”192 Church member Joan de Leon exclaimed, “I was
moved when I heard the Tagalog choir song—it was a blessing!”193

Summary of Findings
The following statements are summaries to answer the research question responses based
on the survey instrument responses, in-person lessons, and Zoom lessons.
RQ1: How can the National Capital Region’s Baptist churches use their unique musical
characteristics as part of worship music-making?
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expressed her sentiment about the original song when she heard it on June 12, 2022. Comment used with
permission.
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Participants agreed that the NCR churches might use their unique musical characteristics
as part of the music-making in several ways. First, churches would benefit from understanding
the effects of history that have shaped the Filipino psyche throughout the years. The revisiting of
Philippine history could enable the church members to discern and grasp some of the positive
effects of history on music development.
Second, understanding the positive impact of history may contribute to affirmative
results, such as being more confident as a Filipino (which counters the effects of CM). The
appreciation for heritage may lead to the creation of new music that is culturally suitable for
local Baptist churches and added to the church music repository. However, these decisions will
be based on the church’s prevailing music rules and the direction of the local church leaders.
Third, the church members need encouragement to create artistic expressions that will be
genuine and sincere. The church musicians will artistically thrive if the church leaders continue
to inspire creative endeavors. The musicians would also encourage and reassure one another in
creating music that uses heart language. We have a heart language, the mother tongue in which
we first learned how to express love, joy, and sorrow194 that will help worshipers express genuine
worship to God.
RQ2: What criteria, music composition models, and styles may apply to Philippine
Baptist church worship? What are the indigenous cultural sounds suitable for church use?
Participants agreed that the best criteria for creating music would come from the hearts of
the people of the local church. Their salvation testimony, God’s faithfulness, and the Bible are
some themes from which they may draw inspiration. Hymns provide a good model for lyrics and
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even music form. Participants also agreed that OPM sound is what the churches may be drawn
to—ballad, emotional, and reflective. The guitar and bandurria are the most influential cultural
sound available for church use. The instruments of the Southern Philippines could be a great
addition to the services with the church leaders’ permission, although the kulintang is more
expensive to acquire than a guitar. As local church people engage their cultural sounds to
communicate, that communication speaks to their hearts because it is their own. It is crucial to
communication development because it articulates social relations among people,195 makes
singing more genuine, and worship becomes a lifestyle.
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Renato Constantino, Synthetic Culture and Development (Quezon City, Philippines: Foundation for
Nationalist Studies, 1987), 19.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS
“Ang isa’t isa sa inyo ay nakalilimot na samantalang ang isang bayan ay may sariling
wika ay taglay nya ang kanyang kalayaan, gaya rin naman ng pagtataglay ng tao ng
pagsasarili samantalang tinataglay ang kanyang sariling pagkukuro. Ang wika ay siyang
pag-iisip ng bayan.”196 (Each one of you have forgotten that while a nation has its own
language, it has its own liberty, just as a person is free with his own thinking. Language is
the soul of a nation.)
This chapter presents the research summary, findings, limitations, and recommendations
for encouraging the independent Baptist churches in the Philippines to create original Filipino
church songs and incorporate the region’s melodies and available ethnic instruments. The study
experienced five limitations which are detailed in this chapter. Recommended topics for future
research include an additional in-depth study on the effects of colonization on the Filipino
psyche, determining how more Filipino-styled church music may help bolster the promotion of
cultural sound, and examining how original Filipino songs may benefit the worship life of the
Filipino Baptist churches of the 21st century. Furthermore, the chapter concludes by assessing the
significance of this study for promoting cultural sounds within the music of independent Baptist
churches in the Philippines, followed by an epilogue addressing the growing desire expressed by
the participants to include Filipino-styled songs in worship.
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Summary of Study
The study sought to assess to what degree traditional Filipino sounds are included or
excluded from the congregational worship of an Independent Baptist church in the National
Capital Region (NCR) and the Independent Baptist Filipino ministry in Los Angeles. The
researcher applied a looking-glass approach in which each congregation was viewed through the
reflection of the other. Participants from Los Angeles were on one side of the looking glass in
which open-ended questions were given to participants. The seven-step Creating Local Arts
Together method to facilitate arts in community197 was the basis for the in-person seminars in Los
Angeles. On the other side of the glass were Manila (QC) participants who answered the same
open-ended questions and engaged in the same CLAT process via Zoom. Participants from both
churches were actively involved in creating a music template that became the spark for
creativity, including incorporating the Tagalog language and the ballad style of OPM, the results
of which include two original Filipino choral songs and a hymn.

Summary of the Purpose
The study aims to determine the inclusion or exclusion of indigenous sounds in the
present worship styles practiced in Philippine urban Baptist church worship. Data from the
survey provides some answers for the absence of cultural sounds within the context of the two
churches and seeks to address the problem by educating the participants through in-person and
Zoom seminars and workshops. The results from the survey, discussions and the original song
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compositions provide some answers to address the lack of original Filipino music in the Baptist
church service.

Summary of the Procedure
The IRB-approved survey sent to the choral participants assessed the ages, regionality,
hymn favorites, hymn translations, and perspectives on why there is an inclusion or exclusion of
indigenous sounds in the present worship styles practiced in the Philippine urban Baptist church.
The seminars revisited Philippine history to identify the Spanish and American regimes'
influences that shaped the current Filipino mentality. Brian Schrag’s “Creating Local Arts
Together” (CLAT)198 process helped gear the meetings and discussions to focus on the unique
church culture the participants are a part of and stimulate creativity through song compositions
appropriate to each church.

Summary of the Findings
This study sought to answer the research questions presented at the beginning of the
paper:
R.Q.1: How can the National Capital Region’s Baptist churches use their unique musical
characteristics as part of the worship music-making?
It is crucial to reexamine and reevaluate history to understand the Filipino mentality since
it affects music choices in church worship. These historical perspectives provide the foundation
for grasping the sense of being a Filipino, provide insight and awareness on teaching cultural
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appreciation, and inspire the integration of cultural sounds and original Filipino music
compositions with the hymns for corporate worship. Choir members from both churches express
a desire to sing in Tagalog, the common language of the participants. Evidence of ballad OPM
style is evident in the music template created by both choirs. While both ensembles composed
choral songs similarly, they differed in how they completed the work. Both groups submitted
their lyrics during the sessions, but the music was different. The Los Angeles group created the
melody extemporaneously as it was produced and performed simultaneously. In contrast, the
Manila (QC) group suggested some tunes and asked for the researcher's help because of their
inadequacy.
R.Q.2: What criteria, music composition models, and styles may apply to Philippine
Baptist church worship? What are the indigenous cultural sounds suitable for church use?
The Los Angeles and Manila (QC) participants from opposite sides of the globe mirror
each other in the following ways:
1. Membership: both churches have mostly Filipino members and are multi-generational.
Most of them came from the National Capital Region, even those who migrated to the
United States.
2. Practice: since the churches ascribe to the Independent Fundamental Baptist ideology and
practice, their methods are very similar. The men (those on stage) wear suit jackets both
in LA and Manila. The ladies in each group most commonly wear dresses or skirts. Each
church service consists of hymn singing, prayers, choir (limited to nonexistent during the
height of pandemic restrictions), song offerings, messages, and altar calls.
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3. Church Music Repertoire: the song selections come from a shared repository of hymns,
but most choices are typical of a revivalist sound. Few congregational songs are modern
worship songs; most contemporary music is reserved for solo or ensemble singing.
4. Perception: participants in both congregations believe worship music “should be solemn
and contemplative to help focus on God.”199 The music style is a ballad in nature; “rocksounding music is not appropriate for worship.”200
5. Cultural sounds: all participants agree on having some ethnic sounds in corporate
worship, “which help foster cultural identity, especially in the United States.”201 Most
participants acknowledge that the guitar is the closest instrument they may use to
represent the cultural sound since the kulintang is a rare find in the city and more
expensive; besides, “most of us do not know how to play the kulintang.”202
6. Inadequacy: participants in both groups expressed an inadequacy regarding “proper”
musical training and could only compose their melodies with proper guidance.
Interestingly, the college music student participant from Los Angeles expressed
inadequacy in creating Filipino songs because he was not personally experienced in
Filipino genres. He said that since he has not been home (Philippines) for more than a
decade and has not listened to Filipino music at home, he is not at ease in composing a
Tagalog song. Both choir directors expressed insufficient musical training and ascribed
their musicianship to hands-on learning in the ministry. There is also a lack of resources
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for Tagalog choral music and the availability of printed material. In contrast, Englishlanguage choral anthems and arrangements are abundantly available from American
music companies.
7. Desire: Participants from both locations would like to have more choral music, ensemble,
and solo songs in Tagalog and sing them during special occasions and as a staple in
church services.
The project’s use of mirroring as a scholarly lens reveals many shared cultural practices
and some facets that differentiate one from the other. While Los Angeles participants long for
more Tagalog music because the songs make them feel at home, Manila (QC) participants desire
choral anthems in English as part of their repertoire because the songs and arrangements are
from the United States. This indicates the effect of colonial mentality in the Manila church. The
church in Los Angeles identified favorite hymns which used Tagalog translations. In contrast,
Manila (QC) favored English-language hymns in addition to other songs mentioned in Question
4 Table 3, page 74.

Limitations of the Study
There were five significant limitations to the study. First, the worldwide pandemic halted
corporate in-person worship as the world figured out how to live normally without close contact.
Music-making was limited to live streaming on the internet or Facebook or nonexistent. The
Philippine government limited gatherings to 10-30% of previous regular attendance, and live
music was discouraged. Two years after the initial lockdown, some choir members still chose not
to rejoin the choir because of the virus stigma, thereby limiting the possible number of
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participants for the study. Stringent travel restrictions and changing safety rules prevented the
researcher from traveling to Manila (QC) for in-person seminars and interviews.
Second, technology hindered the timely return of the survey instrument. Since most
Manila (QC) participants rely on their cell phones for internet use, file download and upload
speeds take considerable time. The United States reports an average internet speed of 119.03
Mbps,203, whereas the Philippines’ fastest mobile speed is 17.95 Mbps, and broadband stands at
49.52 Mbps as of February 2022 this study.204 As such, it appears that technology limitations
discouraged the survey completion.
Third, preconceived ideas of solo performance during the Zoom sessions created barriers
for some participants from both choirs. “Akala ko kailangang mag-solo kaya nagdalawang-isip
ako kung sasali ako sa seminar.” (I thought I had to sing a solo; that is why I doubted if I would
join the seminar).205 Such preconceived assumptions from the Zoom participants also
discouraged more active engagement during participation.
Fourth, the Tagalog language was the language of interest since it is considered the
primary communication system in both choral groups; however, other languages and dialects
were present among the participants.
Fifth, the lack of accessibility to ethnic instruments limited the participants’ knowledge
about kulintang and buktot, some of the Philippine ethnic musical instruments. The following
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images are two local string instruments available only in museums and through pictures in books
and the internet.
Figure 5.1. Kudyapi, string lute from Maguindanao206

One of the closest instruments to a guitar is the buktot207 from the Visayan Islands.
Figure 5.2. Buktot, a string instrument from the Visayan Islands
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Recommendations for Future Studies
Future exploration on this topic could focus on the practical and artistic use of heart
languages and cultural sounds in NCR Baptist churches. The churches could be encouraged to
speak and sing in Tagalog or other shared regional languages to enhance the local worship
experience of individuals and add to the genuine expression of praise and worship. Seminars on
worship song compositions in churches may be considered to promote music-making patterned
after cultural sounds or OPM appropriate for church use.
Further study might include revisiting Philippine history, the implications for developing
a colonial mentality, and how cultural arts and expressions may counter colonialist effects in a
local Baptist church setting. The continuing research about artistic ways of fusing existing
Western hymns and original Filipino church music could encourage growth in the worship
experience of the individual and the church community.

Implications for Practice: Final Thoughts and Lessons Learned
The participants from Los Angeles and Manila (QC) came to understand the more potent
effects of the various influences of other countries throughout history and the cumulative
consequences that subsequently manifest in the arts, particularly music. The “looking glass”
approach allowed Los Angeles participants to discover more about the Manila (QC) participants.
The study used the same open-ended questions asked seminar attendees in both locations. The
study followed the CLAT seven-step process208, and the results clarified the churches’ similarities
in choir membership, worship practices, celebrations, and music repertoire. The similarities are
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as follows: both churches are planted in urban cities. Both churches have Filipino members who
are primarily from the National Capital Region. Both churches align with the Independent
Baptist practices and beliefs, including music styles and choices. The song choices of the
churches are rooted in the hymn traditions introduced by Baptist missionaries. English is the
primary language in corporate worship, while Tagalog is used – mostly during Filipino heritage
celebrations. At the end of the seminars, participants of both churches expressed a desire for
original music using Tagalog lyrics that they could relate to and understand.
The study also found differences in song preferences: while Los Angeles participants
preferred hymns with Tagalog translations, Manila (QC) participants identified hymns in English
as their favorites.
The CLAT process209 is an excellent model for seminars focusing on embracing cultural
relevance and promoting new and creative endeavors. This method helped participants
understand the effects of Philippine history, encouraged a biblical perspective, and enabled
participants to explore the Christian community’s artistic expression and heart language, thus
sparking creativity within the local church.

Summary
The art of mimicry, which historically served colonizing agendas, became advantageous
in this project for incorporating Filipino musical styles such as sarsuwela, harana, and
kundiman. While these genres originally arose from Spanish influence, they have since
transformed into Filipino sounds. Additionally, mimicry of Western sounds contributed to
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making new songs best characterized as OPM. The art of mimicry was engaged to imitate and
eventually produce genres that would become part of local culture.
Having the right tools to inspire artistic expression in local churches helped encourage
new compositions, as discovered by this study. The CLAT process,210 combined with a proper
biblical context, clarified why there are thoughts of inefficiency and shortcomings in composing
original music. Steps 1-4 of Schrag’s CLAT process211 helped identify various cultural events
already part of Los Angeles and Manila (QC)’s church programs, where they showcase
Philippine music. Steps 5-7 encouraged the participants to assess what artistic expressions are
appropriate for local worship. The original songs were products of the seminar. When the
participants received the essential tools of thematic songwriting, they were surprised that they
could capture their ideas and testimony and share their theology and conviction through music.
As Rose stated, “I am thankful that God made me a part of creating an original song and made
me able to do it together with other choir members. I am not good in music, but I love music, and
to be a part of creating is a privilege.”212
Incorporating cultural sounds and instruments applicable to the church services of
Independent Baptist churches’ worship gatherings with existing Western hymnody helped
worshipers connect to God with his culture. The inclusion of indigenous sounds in the present
worship styles practiced in the Philippine urban Baptist church and performing with such sounds
and instruments in the local church community gave “old” sounds new purposes as presented by
the finished original compositions, OPM style suitable for church use. Paulette Duarte, the choral
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director who helped coordinate the Zoom workshop seminars, was more than willing to aid and
engage in learning and relearning the Philippine music culture. She states, “there is value in
knowing and understanding my culture, and we need to continue promoting our Philippine
identity through teaching cultural music, sounds, and instruments to future generations.”213
Language imparts meaning. Language is how we communicate and exchange
understanding, thoughts, and information. Myrna expressed her sentiment regarding Filipino
parents teaching their children their heritage: “Filipinos abroad may find it valuable to speak to
their children in their native language or dialect to keep the Philippine languages alive through
conversation and use.”214 There is no better way to use the Filipino language in worship in
Filipino Baptist churches to interact, connect, and convey ideas, beliefs, and love.
The composition of original songs evokes joyful feelings. Rose commented, “I felt so
overjoyed after composing Magtitiwala sa Iyo, knowing that I had a part in making a song.”215
Cultural sounds are artistic expressions that promote identity and showcase ethnology, evident in
the creating and composing aspect of the in-person and Zoom seminars. The Filipinos’ talent and
penchant for music were essential for expressing their hearts in worship to God, both
individually and in congregational settings. It is vital for the next generation of Filipinos
worldwide to remember their music and revisit their history through a continuous retelling of the
past and a regular listening of Filipino music, whether the old style or OPM.
The feelings of musical inadequacy expressed by the workshop participants about
creating original Filipino music in churches were remedied through encouragement, training, and
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teaching by a fellow musician who provided the necessary skills for church musicians to create
original songs for church use with musical qualities that are uniquely Filipino. “Kaya pala! Kaya
palang gumawa ng kanta na naiintindihan ko kasi Tagalog!”216 (It can be done! I can compose a
song and relate to and understand it because it is in Tagalog!) Further discussion with Elena
revealed that the OPM ballad style of music in a language she grasps and identifies with is the
kind of song that communicates to her.

Epilogue
Cultural engagement among the participants is still evident long after the workshop
seminars. Faith Baptist’s Filipino ministry plans to have a Christmas concert fusing Filipino
cultural celebrations of the season and American Christmas carols. Christmas 2022’s
presentation will utilize both English and Tagalog music; since four-part arrangements of
Tagalong Christmas songs are mostly unavailable (college choirs arrange the songs a capella and
are not publicly distributed), I composed a Tagalog Christmas choir song that evokes nostalgia
for how Filipinos traditionally celebrate Christmas. The song is Pasko ng Pilipino (Filipino
Christmas) and is included in the appendix.217
The multifaceted whole of being a Filipino has created a bountiful and colorful heritage
of artistic expression, especially in music. The diversity in musical styles, subjects, and traditions
reflects the varied facets of our musical heritage and the vibrancy of our culture; some beliefs
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Manila (QC) church awarded a trophy in gratitude for helping the choir create its first original
composition and had its debut performance on September 11, 2022. A picture of the trophy may be viewed in
Appendix VI.
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remain the same, while others adapt to the changing times or respond to the need. The arts speak
and create a lasting impact if it reaches the heart. There is hope for the perpetuity of culture and
identity through music that communicates and promotes cultural heritage.
There is meaning in the mission. For Christians, part of our mission is to worship with all
of our beings, including the unique cultural identity God has given each one, whether in Manila
or Los Angeles. “To sing a Filipino song in a foreign land is a privilege.”218
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APPENDIX A: IRB APPROVAL
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APPENDIX B
Survey Questionnaire
1. In 2-5 sentences, please summarize your salvation testimony.
2. How long have you been serving/have served in the music ministry?
3. What part of the Philippines are you from? Please state the province and region if
possible.
4. Please list your favorite songs for congregational worship--minimum of five, maximum
of twenty (Tagalog/other dialect songs included).
5. Have you sung any songs translated into your language/dialect in your church? If yes,
please list your favorite translated songs/hymns.
6. What sounds/songs/instruments do you connect with your cultural heritage? List as much
as you can.
7. Do you use original compositions as part of your church music (original compositions are
songs written by you or other church members in traditional/regional style)? If yes, how
many pieces are sung? If not, can you think of reasons why?
8. Are Philippine traditional music's cultural/ethnic sounds and instruments appropriate for
church service? Why or why not?
9. Would it interest you to learn more about the possibility of using ethnic instruments and
sounds in Christian worship and construct a template on how to best use them?
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APPENDIX C: GRAPHS OF SURVEY RESPONSES
Table 3.1 Question 1a Participants
Participants
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Table 3.2 Question 1b Participant’s Age Ranges
Participants' Age Ranges
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Table 4.1 Question 2 Years of Music Ministry Service

Years of Music Ministry Service
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Table 4.2 Question 3 Region of Birthplace
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Table 4.3 Question 4 Favorite Hymns
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Table 4.5. Question 5 Favorite Hymns with Tagalog Translation
Favorite Hymns with Tagalog Translation
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0
Dakilang
Katapatan

Mansion
Over the
Hilltop

How Great
Thou Art
Tagalog Title

Great is Thy
Faithfulness
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To God be
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Amazing
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There is
Sunshine
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Table 4.6. Question 6 Instruments the Respondents Associate with Cultural or Ethnic Sounds
Instruments the Respondents Associate with Cultural or Ethnic Sounds
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APPENDIX H: BRBBC’s Trophy of Thanks Award
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